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1 Introduction
1

Consider the sentences in (1):

(1) a. The fog extended (from the pier to the point).
b. The crack widened (from the north tower to the gate.)
c. The storm front crossed the entire state of Colorado.
d. Snow covered the mountain (from the valley floor to the summit).

Sentences like (1a)-(1d) have attracted the attention of a number of authors
(Jackendoff 1990, Matsumoto 1996, Talmy 1996, Gawron 2005). Each has both an
event reading and a stative reading. For example, on what I’ll call the event reading
of sentence (1a), a body of fog beginning in the vicinity of the pier moves pointwards,
and on the other, stative reading, which I’ll call anextentreading, the mass of fog sits
over the entire region between pier and point. The event reading entails movement. The
extent reading entails extension, the occupation of a region of space. Similarly, there is a
reading of (1b) describing a crack-widening event, as well as a reading describing the di-
mensions of the crack, increasing in width along an axis extending from the north tower
to the gate; and readings of (c) and (d) describing movement events as well as readings
describing the configuration of the storm front and the snow respectively. It has been
observed by a number of authors (Verkuyl 1972, Dowty 1979, Krifka 1989, Jackendoff
1996, inter alia), that the aspectual nature of a clause, at least in the senseof the cat-
egories of accomplishment, activity, achievement, and state of Vendler (1957), is not a
property directly inherited from verbs. For example, the boundedness or quantization of
arguments may make a verb alternate between accomplishmentand activity readings at
the VP level:

(2) a. She drew the circle in under 10 seconds.

1I am grateful to Farrell Ackerman, Chris Barker, Daniel Büring, Chris Kennedy, Andy Kehler, and
Rob Malouf for saying interesting things, sharing insights, asking good questions, and pointing out bon-
ers. This work also benefited from the questions and commentsof audiences at UCSD and SALT who
heard talks on early versions. Any remaining flaws are my own.
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b. She drew circles for 20 minutes.

In other cases, the same alternation between accomplishment and activity may be ob-
served without accompanying alternations in overt arguments:

(3) a. The river widened for hours.
b. The crack widened in minutes.

An abbreviated description of the analysis of Hay et al. (1999) (HKL) is that it tries to
reduce the cases in (3) to cases like those (2) by positing a degree-of-change argument
(sometimes surfacing as a direct argument,widened 3 inches, or in aby-phrase,widened
by 3 inches), which may be either be covertly quantized or not. Thus the same un-
derlying lexical representation may be associated with both accomplishment or activity
readings.

At the same time the distinction between the static class (state) and the other
three dynamic classes (activity, accomplishment, and achievement) has a somewhat dif-
ferent status. The aspectual alternations in (1) are alternations between dynamic (activity
or accomplishment) readings and state readings. Under mostlexical semantic accounts,
no single lexical predicate is compatible with both kinds ofreadings. Thus, in cases like
those in (1), the verb needs to be treated as lexically ambiguous, with some operator
applying to the state meaning to derive the dynamic meaning.An example of such an
account is that in Jackendoff (1990):

(4) Extent cover
Event BECOME(cover)

What BECOME(cover) in (4) requires is there is a transition from a not-covered state to
a covered state. The idea that a transition between two states is the essential feature dis-
tinguishing states from dynamic predicates goes back at least to Dowty’s (1979) aspect
calculus, which introduces theBECOME operator for just that purpose.2

Supporting this view is the fact that morphological alternations with exactly the
semantics of transition captured byBECOME are widely attested cross-linguistically,
including in English. Thus we have the English inchoative alternation, in which an
adjective is related to a verb; typical examples are given in(5):

(5)
Adj Verb Adj Verb

wide widen large enlarge
long lengthen full fill
hot heat cool cool

Although there are a number of examples of zero-derivation within the paradigm
(warm, cool, narrow, dry, and so on), zero-derivation is not uncommon in English, and

2More generally, the idea of theBECOME operator as a component in lexical semantics goes back at
least to Lakoff (1965). Dowty’s contribution is to incorporate it into a systematic account of lexical aspect
and to try to provide an explicit model theoretic definition.
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the status of this alternation as a productive category-changing derivational process is
uncontroversial.

Thus we have independent motivation foraspect-changing operatorssuch as
Jackendoff’sBECOME operator so it is, at first blush, not unnatural to assume it isplay-
ing some role in a zero-derivation process in (1). However, there are a number of prob-
lems with this idea.

To start with, the same kind of ambiguity occurs with forms which, on the ac-
count just sketched, already contain aBECOME operator. Thus, the degree achievement
verbwiden in (1b), has both event and extent readings. Laying aside objections about
what it would mean to apply aBECOME operator twice, the problem is that we have no
semantics that would plausibly account for a stative reading for a form which already,
as it were, incorporates aBECOME operator. I will lay out the objections to such an
aspect-changing account in more systematic fashion below.

Here I wish to present an alternative which I will call an underspecification ac-
count. On the underspecification account, forms likewidenhave an underspecified as-
pectual nature: they can be either stative or not. Moreover,such forms are always like
widen; that is, they are intrinsically dynamic predicates. This picture is as in (6):

(6)
+ Dynamic - Dynamic
- State + State

So what I am saying aboutwidenis that it is[+Dynamic], meaning that it can be either
[+State] or [−State],

The challenge, of course, is to make some semantic sense of the idea of dynamic
statives. What makes sense of it is the following picture. Tobe dynamic means to
describe a change and change may occur in either a spatial dimension or in a temporal
dimension. When I say of an event property that it is a [+ State] property, I mean that it
is static and homogeneous in time; ife has such a property, then temporal sub-events of
e have the property. Predicates likewidenare two-dimensional. That is, they have the
unusual feature that they can denote properties that are spatially dynamic (they denote
change in space), but static and homogeneous in time.

Now in order to make such a proposal plausible one has to be able to make clear
what it is that makes a predicate two-dimensional in the way Isaywiden is. In what
follows I will claim that it is a lexical property of certain predicates that they areextent
predicates, that is, they can describe properties orientedby and located on a spatial axis.
For dynamic predicates with extent readings, that spatial axis can become theaxis of
change, the axis along which change is measured. A two-dimensionalpredicate, then,
is one that can describe change along both a temporal and a spatial axis.

The starting point for such an analysis is that there is a class of predicates in
English for which a contextually available spatial axis is semantically significant. I will
call this class of predicatesextent predicates. All the verbs in (1) are extent predicates.
My operational definition of an extent predicate is this: An extent predicate accepts
extent path phrases, that is, path phrases co-occurring with stative readings.This is
shown forwidenin (7), using Vendler’s own test — incompatibility with the progressive
— to demonstrate that the readings exhibited are stative.
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(7)
Criterion Example
Path phrases The crack widenedfrom the gate to north tower.
Extent reading The crackwidened 5 inches in less than 100 yards.
Stative The crack*was wideningfrom the gate to north tower. (extent reading)

Any predicate meeting this definition has what I call extent readings. Not all predicates
with extent readings also have event readings:

(8) The bridge spans from the Lower East Side of Manhattan to Brooklyn.

But verbs likespanseem to be rare. Most verbs with extent readings also have event
readings. In any case the claim is that spatial axes are significant for extent predicates,
whether they have event readings or not. To justify that claim is one of the central goals
of this paper.

I want to argue first that, given this definition, the phenomenon of extent pred-
icates is quite robust. I begin with degree achievements like widen in (1). Other axial
degree achievement verbs include:

(9) narrow, warm, cool, rise, fall, darken, lengthen, shorten, dim, grow, smooth,
thicken, swell, shrink

as well as all color/light degree achievements:

(10) redden, whiten, bleach,brighten, darken, pinken, lighten

I will call theseextent degree achievements. All of these verbs share the property that
they are degreeable like the degreeable states they are related to, and in some cases the
degree argument may be overtly filled by a measure phrase:

(11) a. The river widened 10 feet.
b. The river widens more than the road.

They also accept path phrases on their extent readings:

(12) a. The sky brightened at the horizon.
b. The bridge narrowed from the midpoint of the canyon on.
c. The road rose from the canyon floor to the ridge.

There seems to be no special connection between extent readings and deadjecti-
val verbs. Extent readings are quite at home with degreeableverbs that are not deadjec-
tival and describe location-sensitive properties.

(13) a. His leg swelled noticeably just above the ankle (adjectival form swollen is
deverbal).

b. The sheet crumpled up below his knee, exposing his ankle.
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Another large class of extent predicates can be found among the so-calledpath-
shapeverbs of FrameNet (Fillmore and Baker 2000). This class includescrossillus-
trated in (1c). Although (1c) is carefully constructed so asto be ambiguous, this is a
class of verbs for which it is sometimes difficult to produce ambiguous sentences, be-
cause there is a shift in selectional requirements between event and extent readings:

(14) a. The road crossed the valley. [Extent reading]
b. The truck crossed the valley. [Event reading]
c. The road zigzagged up the hill. [Extent reading]
d. The halfback zigzagged to the goal line. [Event reading]

Here sentence (a) describes a spatial configuration, sentence (b) a motion event. The
other verbs in the FrameNet frame all exhibit the same kind ofevent/extent uses, with
similar shifts in selectional requirements:

(15) angle, bear, bend, climb, crest, crisscross, cross, curl, descend, dip, dive, drop,
edge, emerge, enter, exit, leave, meander, mount, plummet,reach, rise, round,
skirt, slant, snake, swerve, swing, traverse, undulate, veer, weave, wind, zigzag

The existence of selectional shifts like those in (14) cannot be explained by a
BECOME operator, and might tempt one to analyze these cases via someother kind of
lexical rule, either as a standard zero-derivation, or as arule of polysemy(Nunberg and
Zaenen 1992), like that which relates meat uses to animal uses for a class of Anglo-
Saxon meat/game words likechicken, turkey, andtrout.

I will argue that the selectional shifts between event and extent readings for path
shape verbs may be independently explained by the interactions of general properties of
extent predicates.

A rough outline of the account goes as follows. The semantic constancy of path-
shape verbs is captured by the class-name: The predicate ascribes a particular shape
to a path. On the event reading that is the shape of a path traced out in time, on the
extent reading it is the shape of a path realized by a static spatial configuration. Thus,
with respect to extent readings, what is going on here is fundamentally the same as what
is going on with extent predicates likeextend, which do not show any selection shifts
between event and extent readings. The figure in an extent reading is always represented
asextendedover the entire path, and the property being attributed is always to a spatially
defined configuration of the figure’s parts. It follows that figures that cannot be extended
in the required configuration (such as halfbacks) are disallowed on extent readings.

The real question is: Whence the selectional shift? Why do verbs likecrossand
zigzagallow non-extended figures like halfbacks on their event readings? Putting this
another way: What distinguishes verbs likezigzag, which allow non-extended figures,
from verbs likeextendwhich do not? The plausible answer is that it isextendwhich
is the marked case. Most motion verbs depictdisplacement, advancement to a new
location accompanied by removal from an old one, allowing rigid figures like halfbacks
(I will call this incremental motion). But it is an idiosyncratic property of verbs like
extendandsurround that the event reading only describes what I will callspreading
movement: as locationi + 1 is occupied locationi continues to be occupied. Thus rigid
figures like halfbacks are disallowed.
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In Section 4, I will propose a formal account of these observations based on
scalar semantics for extent verbs. Motion verbs likecrosswill be associated with dis-
tance scales, which be required to increase over time on event readings. This will entail
motion (but will not distinguish displacement from spreading motion). The restriction
to spreading motion for verbs likeextendwill be captured because they will be lexi-
cally associated with anextentscale, so the length of the figure will be required to be
increasing over time on event readings.

I will call the larger class of predicates lexically selecting path-phrases, including
motion verbs,axial predicates. Not all axial verbs are extent predicates, because their
path phrases often resist extent readings. One property that precludes extent readings
is any variety of obligatory agentivity. To repeat an example used on the FrameNet
site in defining path-shape verbs,snakeandslitherdiffer in whether extent readings are
possible, becauseslitherdescribes the manner of motion of an animate moving subject:

(16) a. The trail snaked up the hill.
b. # The trail slithered up the hill.

Having provided some evidence of the productivity of the phenomenon, I turn
now to the semantic analysis of extent predicates. Buildingon the analysis of Hay et al.
(1999), Gawron (2005) proposes an analysis of extent predicates assuming they are
gradable properties. That is, each dynamic predicate is associated with a scale defining
the degree of change in the event. More specifically, the denotation of each verb is an
eventuality function, a function from eventualities to degrees. The eventualityfunction
for widenis a function to distances, and forbrighten, a function to degrees of brightness.
The value of the function for a widening evente is the change of width that occurs in
the course ofe; the value forbrighten, the change in the degree of brightness. The key
assumption required to account for event/extent ambiguities is that all extent predicates
make use of a spatial axis I will call the context axis. An immediate consequence is that
the co-occurrence of path-phrase modifiers with extent readings, noted by Jackendoff
(1990), is explained. Path phrase modifiers arise because they are key linguistic devices
for defining and orienting spatial axes. The second consequence is that extent readings
are accounted for as cases in which the eventuality functionevaluates change along a
spatial axis. Call this idea, the idea that extent readings are cases in which a gradable
event property is evaluated with respect to a spatial axis, the GHKL analysis.

The benefit of introducing a spatial axis is that it introduces a second dimen-
sion. Gradable predicates that are uncontroversially stative can still describe change.
We already saw evidence for this in (7), when we applied the Vendlerian test for an
accomplishment in an extent reading ofwiden. The GHKL analysis predicts that we
should see both spatial accomplishments and spatial activities. We can in fact find both
with extent readings ofwiden:

(17) a. The crack widened nearly half an inch in ten meters.
b. The crack widened for 100 yards.

Call this argument for the GHKL analysis, the existence of spatial analogues of Vendle-
rian accomplishments and activities, argument one.
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The analysis ofwiden proposed here is aspectually neutral. That is, there is
no aspect-changing operator likeBECOME relating event and extent readings; the basic
claim of such an account is that both readings are given by a single dynamic predi-
cate. Therefore, both readings should exhibit the same aspectual nature, modulo the
axis along which change is measured. And this appears to be correct. Parallel to the
spatial activity and accomplishment examples we see in (17), we have the kind of tem-
poral activity and accomplishment examples noted in Hay et al. (1999):

(18) a. The crack widened five inches in five minutes.
b. The crack widened for several hours.

As pointed out above, the morphology ofwidenis significant. Forms likewiden
already contain a suffix-enknown to make dynamic predicates, yet stative extent read-
ings are possible.

(19) Morphology:widen= wide+ -en

(a) The crack widened from the north gate to the tower.
(b) Event: An event occurred in which the width of a crack increased over a

span ranging from the north gate to the tower.
(c) Extent: The width of the crack was greater near the tower than near the north

gate.

Obviously, an account on which adding-encreates a single dynamic predicate respon-
sible for both readings would economically capture the facts. Call the morphological
evidence thatwidenis dynamic argument two.

A third argument for the dynamic nature of extent readings istheir compatibil-
ity with adverbial modifiers likegradually. Sentence (20) has both event and extent
readings:

(20) The crack gradually widened from the north gate to the tower.

The meaning of the extent reading is that the increase in width in moving from the
north gate to the tower is gradual. Note also that the directionality imposed by the path-
phrases on the extent reading has a truth-conditional effect: The crack must be wider at
the tower end.3

Finally, there is a simple descriptive problem with the primary alternative to an
underspecification account: an account by aspect-changingoperator along the lines of
Jackendoff’s. Consider for example trying to relate the event reading ofwiden to the
extent reading viaINCREASE. It is simply wrong (truth-conditionally) to say that the
event reading ofwidenmeanscome to be an x that increases in spatial widening. An
x that widens spatially must be wider in one place than in another, but at the end of a
temporal widening event, a crack may be the same width everywhere. This point, then,
carries over toBECOME. The final state of a temporal widening event does not have

3This directionality actually goes away with the event reading, a detail that will fall out from the
semantic underspecification analysis given below.
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to be one that counts as a spatial widening event. The two readings simply stand in a
different semantic relation.

Summarizing, we have now given four arguments for an underspecification ac-
count forwiden.

(21) 1. Vendler class tests;
2. Graduality;
3. Morphology and the contrasting stative readings ofwideandwiden;
4. Semantic relation (the event and extent readings do not stand in a relation

describable either byINCREASE or BECOME).

Although I will focus on the issue of accounting for event extent ambiguities,
the real research question of this paper is whether the classof extent predicates is lin-
guistically significant. Does it make sense to identify a class of predicates (in particular,
verbs) for which an orienting spatial axis is obligatory? The underspecification analysis
of event/extent ambiguities — if correct — is strong evidence of the linguistic reality of
such axes, but as we shall see, the same arguments do not carryover to the other verbs
in (1). Thus, the case for spatial axes for these verbs is a little more complicated.

Consider now extending the underspecification account to two of the other verbs
in (1), coverandextend(Henceforth, I will just discussextend; the facts forcoverare
analogous). To account for the extent readings along them same lines we accounted for
widenwould mean assuming some eventuality functionEXT, which returned degrees
of extension (distances). Combining this withINCREASE would yield a dynamic (ac-
tivity/accomplishment) predicate, and evaluatingINCREASE along spatial and temporal
axes would yield extent and event readings respectively.

Note first of all thatextenddoes not show the morphological evidence that was
so compelling forwiden. There is no adjective obviously related toextendand no mor-
pheme that combines with it to yield a dynamic verb.

Suppose, then, thatextendis like widen, but without a related stative form anal-
ogous towide. There were basically two direct semantic arguments thatwiden was
spatially dynamic, Vendlerian tests like those in (17) and graduality of extent readings
as in (20). Both fail forextend. Consider, first, the Vendlerian test:

(22) # Because of its relentless switchbacks, the trail extended 5 miles in just 2 miles
as the crow flies.

The construction of acceptable spatial accomplishment test sentences appears impossi-
ble with the verbextend. Next consider graduality:

(23) The fog gradually extended 10 miles into the woods. (event reading only)

Sentence (23) lacks an extent reading, Significantly, (23) does have an event reading,
so we cannot simply sayextendingis an end-of-scale state incompatible with gradu-
ality. The dynamic temporal predicate is compatible withgradually , while its spatial
analogue, if there is one, is not. Why?

This is particularly troubling because of the following generalization: The ad-
verb gradually seems to always be compatible with clear degree achievements: cool
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gradually, warm gradually, rise gradually, lengthen gradually, enlarge gradually, and
so on. In the case ofwidenwe have seen this generalization extend in to the domain
of spatial aspect. This can be captured simply by saying thatgraduallycombines with
any verb whose denotation is defined in terms of theINCREASE operator. If you can in-
crease in X-ness, then you can gradually increase in X-ness.Let us distinguish between
increase along the spatial dimension, denoting the operator INCREASES, and increase
along the temporal dimension,INCREASET. Graduality with event readings seems to be
a point in favor of an analysis of the event reading viaINCREASET; however, the absence
of graduality with extent readings seems to weigh heavily against any analysis of extent
readings withextendvia INCREASES.

Finally the semantic relation argument fails forextendandcoveras well. That
is, it is possible, semantically, to analyze both verbs as their own inchoatives. The
event reading ofextendreally does meanundergo an increase (in time) in degree of
extendedness, and the event reading ofcoverreally does meanundergo an increase in
the degree of coveredness. On the other hand,widenclearly doesnot have event and
extent readings relatable byINCREASE.

The semantic relation argument also fails for the path-shape verbcross, the last
of the verbs in (1):crossreally does meanundergo an increase in the degree of crossing.
This is demonstrated in some detail in Section 4. However, The case of verbcross
diverges interestingly from thosecover and extend, because evidence for a spatially
dynamic predicate exists.

(24) a. The trail crossed the ridge in 20 wildly zigzagging miles.
b. Following the many bends of the river, the trail graduallycrossed the valley.

Example (24a) accomplishment and activity tests, modulo spatial axes, work forcross.
Example (24b) shows that the adverbgraduallycombines withcrosson an extent read-
ing.

There is of course an analysis which will account forcover, extend, andcross
uniformly. This is the account by aspect-changing operatoralready sketched in (4) and
implemented in Jackendoff (1990). This account acknowledges the semantic relation
between event and extent readings, and says the event/extent ambiguities are simply
ordinary inchoative alternations. Using theINCREASE operator of the HKL analysis
(rather than Jackendoff’sBECOME operator), the analysis ofextendwould be:

(25) Aspect Changing analysis

(a) Event:INCREASET(extendT (e, fog)) = d

(b) Extent: extendT (fog)) = d

This account works forextendbecause the semantic relation argument failed for it: an
event reading really can be represented as an increase in spatial extension. It works for
coverandcrossfor the same reason.

However, if the aspect changing account is adopted forcross, there is an interest-
ing consequence: TheINCREASEoperator must apply to a dynamic predicate, according
to the tests in (24). This is not a contradiction, if one takesthe two-dimensional se-
mantics seriously. I assume thatINCREASET cannot combine with temporally dynamic
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properties, but there is no reason to assume the same for spatially dynamic properties.
What the argument ofINCREASET must be is a function that can sensibly take a value
at a point in time; and a dynamic spatial function is such a function. That is, it makes
sense to speak of the increase in crossing along a spatial axis Sat a moment in time,
and it makes sense to speak of that increase increasing between two separate moments
in time. I will spell out the details below, but the desired formal property is clear: a
spatially dynamic eventuality function may still be temporally stative.

So much for the main prerequisite of (25): It is at least semantically coherent.
But notice that even though English has lots of zero-derivation, (25) is still a strange
idea, at least as a proposal for a large class of English verbs(cover, extend, cross, and all
the other path-shape verbs). Although there exist zero-derived stative-inchoative pairs
like [Adj cool] and [V cool], apart from these event-extent alternations, it is almost
always the case that the stative member of the pair is an adjective and the dynamic
member is a verb. That is, apart from the event/extent ambiguities we are trying to
explain, there are few other instances of zero-derived inchoative pairs in which both
members are verbs. This is despite the fact that there are clearly stative degreeable verbs
in English, such asweigh. But weighcan not meancome to weigh more; it is not its own
inchoative. Another way to put this is as follows: Almost every case of an English verb
that has both event and state readings admits the kind of stative path phrases that qualify
it to be an extent verb.4

In what follows, then, I develop an underspecification analysis forwidenand an
aspect changing analysis for the other three verbs. Such a picture raises several question
about the motivatedness of obligatory spatial axes.

(26) a. There is some motivation for axes in the case of extentpredicates amenable
to the underspecification account. But are spatial axes really motivated for
any of the other predicates?

b. Why are the only English verbs that are their own inchoatives extent verbs?
c. The application ofINCREASES is somewhat limited. It applies only in the

case of degree achievements. Is this a stipulation, or is there an explanation
for the limited applicability of this operator?

The answers to these three questions are related. Verbs and adjectives alike will
have eventuality functions as their denotations. Eventuality functions can in turn be
divided into event functions and state functions, as we willsee below. All adjectives
have state functions as their denotations and, as a default,verbs have event functions as
their denotations. However, the notions state and event functions are axis-relative. An
eventuality function can be two-dimensional, and this means it can be a state function
with respect to the temporal axis and an event function with respect to a spatial axis.

4The qualificationalmosthas been added to account for cases like stative/inchoativesit/stand/occupy:

(i) The statue stands in La Piazza dei Signori.
(ii) On the sergeant’s command, John stood. (= came to his feet)

So the claim being made is that the default behavior of English verbs is not to be their own inchoatives.
Once a verb is stative, the chances of being its own inchoative are pretty good. So the question is: Why
does there exist a large, semantically coherent class of stative relations realized as verbs (the extent verbs)?
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I will argue that this is the case forcover, extendandcross. Thus, the answer to the
first question in (26) is that understanding axis-relative constraints on verbs is crucial
to understanding their aspectual nature. A potential answer to the second question in
(26) then opens up; the default denotation for an verb is an event function. For most
verbs, this means they are not eligible to combine withINCREASE to become their own
inchoatives. But, as just argued forcross, in the special case of two-dimensional verbs,
where a verb denotation can be a state function with respect to time, it makes perfect
sense for it to combine withINCREASET. Thus, given that the default verb is an event
function on some axis, the only verbs that can be their own inchoatives are the verbs
with an extra spatial dimension, that is, extent verbs.5

This still leaves the third question in (26). Is the restricted applicability of
INCREASES a stipulation? I will argue that there are significant constraints on the ap-
plicability of INCREASES based on axis orientation, and that these explain the absence
of spatial dynamic readings derived byINCREASES for cover, cross, andextend. In fact
these are the same constraints that help determine whether an eventuality function is a
spatial state function or event function. In general, the existence of spatially dynamic
readings will depend on axis orientation.

A few words on such axial constraints are in order, to set the stage. Whether
an axisα is spatial or temporal, let us call the kind of eventuality function that can
felicitously-combine withINCREASEα α state-functions. Intuitively, for an eventuality
functionf to be aα state-function, means that it is meaningful forf to take values at
points onα . A key claim of this paper is that whetherf is anα state-function for a
spatial axisα will depend on howα is oriented relative to the kind of change being
measured. As a consequence, predicates likecoverareα state-functions for some spa-
tial axes but not others. What is interesting is that the samekinds of axis-orientation
constraints can be shown to apply to degree achievement verbs likewidenandlengthen.
Thus, there is a good deal more unity to extent predicates than might be thought. What
really distinguisheswidenfrom coverandextendis the measure properties of their de-
fault spatial axes.

I will argue for two kinds of axis constraints.

(27) a. Whether spatially dynamic readings arise; for example, widen, andlengthen
vary between non-dynamic and dynamic spatial properties depending on the
orientation of the axis; and so cancover.

b. Whether paths are incremental themes can depend on axis orientation. If we
take path as incremental theme as diagnostic of motion, thismeans whether a
predicate is a motion predicate or not can depend on axis orientation.

To illustrate these ideas, consider the contrast between (28a) and (28b):

(28) (a) The cable widened 3 inches in the den.
(b) # The cable lengthened 3 inches in the den. [on extent reading]
(c) The skirt lengthened 3 inches in back.[Daniel Büring, pc]

5This means there is no explanation for whyweighisn’t its own inchoative, since it is clearly stative,
too. Nor as we will see, is there any explanation for whyfull is an adjective. So these become accidents
on the proposed account, but accidents that are marked cases.
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before after

6in

Figure 1: Aperture widening in (28d):µX where X = S.

(d) # The aperture widened from the edge of the door to six inches beyond it.
[on extent reading]

Example (a) has a an extent reading meaningthe cable was 3 inches wider in the den
than elsewhere; but example (b) does not have a corresponding extent reading meaning
the cable was 3 inches longer in then den than elsewhere. It might be thought that this is
evidence thatlengthenin contrast towiden, is not axial, but in fact, example (c), which
has a felicitous extent reading, shows that this is not the case. Example (d) shows that
we achieve the same effect withwiden. Example (d) has the event reading shown with
before and after pictures in Figure 1, where the dark circle represents the aperture, and
the inner rectangle the door; like (b), (d) has no extent reading. For example, it cannot
be used to describe the state depicted in the after-picture in Figure 1.

The description of the problem is this: For bothwidenand lengthen, an extent
reading exploits two spatial axes, the axis along which the measurement takes place,the
measurement axis(call it X), and the axis along which the measurement varies,the axis
of change(call it S). In the infelicitous examples, X = S. Example (28b) is an attempt
to use the canonical length axis of the cable for cable length(the axis perpendicular
to circular cross-sections of the cable) simultaneously asthe measurement axis and as
the axis of change. This is infelicitous. Examples (28a) and(28c) remedy the problem
because the measurement and change axes are independent. Example (28a) remedies
the problem by changing the measurement axis; example (28c)remedies the problem
because skirt length is measured on a vertical axis, and the axis of change is a front-to-
back axis. Example (d) reintroduces the problem withwiden. The natural axis of change
is a horizontal radius of the circle, but this is also the onlyavailable axis of measurement.

What I will call a measure functioncan be defined in terms of a measurement
axis X and a context axis S:
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(29) µX : S× I → D

Here I is the set of individuals and D is the set of degrees appropriate for the measure-
ment. Actually, I will argue below that there are other sortsof measure functions, but
(29) defines the appropriate type for a measure function usable for extent readings. The
examples in (28) suggest that in such a function X and S may notbe the same. More
generally, they may not coincide or be parallel.

Thus, whether an extent reading is possible forlengthendepends not just on
whether a spatial axis is available in context, but on the particular orientationof that
axis.

Now consider how axis orientation constraints might apply to a verb likecover.

(30) a. The leaves gradually covered the driveway.
b. The aneurysm grew as it approached the valve and graduallycovered it.

Although example (30a) has a perfectly acceptable event reading, it has no extent read-
ing, as noted in (20); on the other hand, (30b) does seem to have an extent reading. This
is an extent reading withcoverfor which the adverbgradual is felicitous. Over some
past interval I, as the aneurysm grows closer to the valve, the aneurysm expands, and
that expansion is gradual. An aneurysm is a bubble on a large blood vessel; the axis
along which change happens is the axis of the blood vessel. Thus, the distinctive feature
of this example is that the change axis clearly lies outside the plane of the valve, because
it passes through the surface in which the valve is set. Now, in default uses ofcover, the
only relevant spatial axis is that exploited by path phrases, and that axis lies in the plane
of the covered object (what I will call theground). This is illustrated in (31):

(31) Snow gradually covered the valley from the hut to the river. (axis defined by
points along valley surface, event reading only)

In the case of (30), the axis clearly lies outside the plane and is roughly perpendicular to
it, making an extent reading possible. Interestingly, whenwe add path phrases to (30),
they must still describe features that lie in the plane of thevalve:

(32) The aneurysm grew as it approached the valve and gradually covered it from end
to end.

The only interpretation of the path phrase isfrom (one) end of the valve to the other;
it cannot be interpreted as meaningfrom (one) end of the aneurysm to the other. Thus,
it appears that for this example, rather exceptionally, there must be two distinct spatial
axes, the axis of change and the path axis.6

6The constraints being observed here on path phrases forcoverare not unique to such exotic examples
and seem to follow form the figure-ground relations incorporated into the verb. Thus, for example, the
path phrases can never locate something in terms of reference points on the figure. They must always be
reference points on the ground (thanks to Chris Barker for this example):

(i) The flag covered the pillow from the 5th stripe to the 12th stripe. [# if the stripes are on
the flag.]

This, then, is another reason to suppose that the path phrases with coverare lexically selected.
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In sum, orientation of the axis is a major factor: When the axis of change is
parallel to or in the plane of covering (and as a matter of default, it is), examples with
graduallyare incompatible with extent readings. But when the contextforces the axis to
be normal to the plane of covering, as in (30b), graduality iscompatible with the extent
reading.

Axis orientation has another kind of effect: It affects the interpretation of path-
phrases. Consider event readings of the sentences in (33):

(33) a. The ball rolled from the front of the table to the back.
b. The crack widened from the north tower to the gate.
c. The aperture widened from the edge of the door frame to six inches beyond

it.

It has been observed by a number of authors (especially Dowty1991 and Krifka
1998) that paths of motion verbs are incremental themes. Since we will be discussing
other possibilities, I will call such pathsincremental paths. What this means for (33a)
is that the start of the path (the front of the table) coincides with the ball at beginning
of the rolling event and that the end of the path (the back) coincides with the the ball at
the end of the event. The path grows homomorphically with event. This is not true for
the event reading of (b). The event of crack widening may proceed in any order as long
as at the end of the event the widened-portion of the crack extends from the north tower
to the gate. Thus, on the event reading of (b), in contrast with the extent reading, the
ordering implied byfrom andto has no truth-conditional effect. Conclusion: The path
is not an incremental theme. Note that there is in a literal sense motion in both (a) and
(b), but in (b) the widening motion is orthogonal to the axis of the path phrase. In other
words the direction of widening is roughly at right angles toa line connecting the tower
and the gate. In (b) the direction of motion roughly follows the path axis.

In (c), however, the path once again is an incremental theme.This is precisely
the example we saw in (28d), which lacked an extent reading because of axis orientation.
Note that in this case the direction of the axis along which the width is increasing (the
path axis) coincides with the direction of measurement. That is, the axis of measurement
is the axis of change. This is in contrast to examples like (28a); the consequence relevant
here is that the widening motion travels along the path axis.This is the definition of
motion I will use throughout this paper: Motion is movement along the path axis.7

Sentence (28d) exhibits this kind of movement, whereas the widening motion in (28a)
does not. I will propose an account of path phrases in Section3 in which this difference
in entailment correlates with the difference between incremental and non-incremental
paths. This difference is axial in nature.

The plan for the rest of this paper is as follows.

(34) a. A definition of the notion of change along a spatial dimension, along with a
detailed demonstration of how aspectual aspectual underspecification works
(for widen) will be given in Section 2.1;

b. Some differences between the analysis here and the GHKL analysis will be
outlined and motivated in Section 2.2;

7This matches the definition of motion in Talmy (1985).
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c. The extension of the account to cases likecoverandextendand the account
of axiality constraints will be given in Section 2.3.

d. The account of path phrases will be given in Section 3;
e. A remaining difficulty is the case ofcross(and the other path-shape verbs).

Nothing said thus far has offered any reason for whycrosspasses our test for
being spatially dynamic, as in (24), andcoverandextenddo not, as in (22)
and (23). The difference betweencrosson the one hand, andcoverandextend
on there, will be discussed in Section 4.

In general the motivation for the study of idiosyncratic phenomena in linguistics
is that they teach us about the underlying principles. In thebest of cases idiosyncratic
phenomena are completely predictable from the interactions of general principles. In
more familiar circumstances, some stipulation is required, along with some adjustment
of our understanding of how the general principles work. This seems be the case of
event-extent verbs. In the first place, this extension of themachinery of temporal aspect
into the spatial domain teaches us something about basic aspectual notions like state
and dynamic gradable property, how they map into syntactic categories like verb and
adjective, and how they interact with well-attested aspect-changing operators likeBE-
COME/INCREASE. In the second, in order for the basic generalizations to be captured,
they require the stipulation that certain kinds of lexical classes exist, and key properties
of those classes may well be specific to English. For this purpose, some notion such as
the notion of a lexicalframe (Fillmore and Baker 2000) or a verb class (Levin 1993),
is needed. Once the class properties are stipulated, as for the path-shape verbs, the rest
follows from general principles of aspect.

2 Basic analysis

In this section I lay out the basics of an analysis that uses spatial axes as axes of change,
yielding spatially dynamic readings, and formulate the keyaxial constraint on spatially
dynamic readings,the independence principle. I will rely in large part on the treatment
of Gawron (2005), though there are significant changes to be motivated. I illustrate with
the analysis ofwiden.

2.1 The basic analysis: Spatial axes

I will begin with the first assumption required in order to account for extent readings:
There is such a thing as change with respect to space.

Now what is required to make sense of such an idea? What is required is the
concept of aspatial axis, an ordered set of co-linear points that can serve as anaxis of
change. I further argue further that such axes that are independently motivated for the
language of space, and they interact with extent readings injust the way expected if they
are axes of change.

My starting assumption is that descriptions of change require two ordered sets.
Consider (35):
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(35) The boiling point of water drops 3 degrees Fahrenheit between sea level and
4000 feet.

This example describes a change, a functional dependence between altitude and
boiling point that is independent of time. As the altitude increases the boiling point falls.
But in order for that description to make sense, altitude hasto be something that can
increase and boiling points something that can fall. Functional change is the existence
of some correlation between two ordered domains, and changewith respect to time is a
special case of that.

Treating change with respect to space as another case of functional change thus
raises the following issue:

In what sense can space be thought of as an ordered domain?
An obvious answer is to organize space by means of axes, as we do with Carte-

sian coordinate systems. This is not the only possibility but it has the attraction of
simplicity. The first step in accounting for change with respect to space, then, would be
the addition to the semantics of anaxis of change, informally defined and exemplified
in (36):

(36) a. An axis is a set of elements with a well-ordering.
b. The Fahrenheit scale is an axis, and in (35) it is used as an axis of change to

measure change in boiling points.
c. A line parallel to the face of the wall is the axis of change in (1b).

Adding contextually supplied spatial axes to the semanticswould be a lot to swallow if
they existed merely to handle extent readings. However, spatial axes seem to be quite
well motivated by other phenomena; moreover, the same spatial axes we need elsewhere
seem to be exploitable for extent readings. Consider (37a) and (37b). Fong (1997) calls
thesediphasic locatives.

(37) a. the road (in)to Ukiah
b. the road out of Ukiah
c. The road into Ukiah widens 5 feet at the wall.
d. The road out of Ukiah narrows 5 feet at the mall.

Sentence (37a) describes a particular road as a path into Ukiah; in (b), the same road
may be a path out of Ukiah. Two perspectives are taken on the same road, differing in
some way that imposes directionality on how the road is viewed. Fong accounts for such
directionality by use of an oriented spatial axis. Space precludes a detailed consideration
of her account; two points are important. The first point is that an axis is required. As
I did for the axes assumed for extent readings in Section 1, I will call this the context
axis. The second point is that the directionality of Fong’s axis interacts directly with
extent readings. Sentence (37c) asserts that the road’s width at the mall increases in the
direction toward Ukiah, that is, in the same direction as Fong’s axis points; (37d) asserts
that it decreases in the direction away from Ukiah, again thedirection of the spatial axis.
We can account for this if we simply assume that the context axes in (37a) and (37b) are
identified with the axes of change.

A more familiar example arises in the case of projective prepositions such as
behind, in front of, in back of, above, below, beside, andahead of:
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(38) a. The futon is behind/beside the chair.
b. The futon is behind the boulder.
c. The dress lengthens in back.

In (38a) the futon’s location can be described asbehindthe chair, which we will call
the ground, because a chair is the kind of object that has a canonical back and front,
determining the direction of an axis from the front through the back. I will call this
kind of context axis, in which the ground has a canonical orientation that determines the
direction of the axis,intrinsic, following Fillmore (1971), Tversky (1996). In (38b), the
boulder has no such canonical sides and some contextually determined point (let us call
it a point of view) must determine the direction in which “behind” lies. What unifies
these examples with those in (37) is that directionality is involved, and this directional-
ity seems to be describable via an axis that goes through the ground, Ukiah in (37), the
chair and boulder in (38). (38c), reproduced from the introduction, shows that the direc-
tionality of projective PPs, like that of diphasic locatives, interacts with extent readings.
The direction in which the dress’s length must increase in (38c) is from the dress’s front
toward its back, that is, the same direction as its intrinsicfront-to-back axis. In brief, the
context axis is identified with the axis of change.

I now turn to illustrating how these observations leads to ananalysis of event-
extent ambiguities, focusing on (1b) as the first example. What is going on in the event
reading of (1b)? Widths may vary in time; and events of widening in time are events in
which the width of the theme at the beginning of the event differs from the width at the
end. What is going on in the extent reading of (1b)?

The key idea of GHKL analysis is that (1b) exploits a contextually provided
spatial axis to measure out change. Thus, we find if we measurethe width of the crack
moving up along that axis in the selected interval that it is increasing. What does it mean
to measure width “up along” a spatial axis? It means the points on the axis are ordered
and as we moved in the “upward” direction on the axis, the width increases. What does
it mean to measure the width of an objectx “at a point” s on an axis? It means we
imagine a plane P perpendicular to the axis and measure the width of the intersection of
P withx. This means that we can have a single measure function

(39) wide−
S (x, s, t) = d,

whered is the width ofx as measured at positions on a spatial axis, S and timet.
Note that the introduction of a contextually provided spatial axis S is indepen-

dently motivated, this time very specifically by the semantics of width:

(40) a. The cabinet is 6 feet wide.
b. The mountain is 6 miles wide

Here the cabinet has canonical orientation axes, with one usually favored for widths, but
the mountain does not. It must be context, “point of view”, that orients the axis. The
axis along which widths are measured, called themeasurement axisin the introduction,
must be perpendicular to the front-to-back axis in (1b), along which widths may change.
The front-to-back axis is what I have been calling thecontext axis. Canonically, the
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context axis connects theegoto the figure, but this analysis makes no explicit reference
to ego(or viewer).

Motivated by examples like (40), I assume that every token ofwide exploits a
context axis S. Sentence (40b) may be then used to make the following sort of claim:
the mountain has a certain width over some interval of context axis S at a certain time
t. On the default interpretation of (40b), the relevant interval of S includes the entire
mountain. That is, (40b) is generally used with fairly inexact standards of precision to
ascribe an overall width to the mountain.

More restrictive types of claims can be made with sentence including a temporal
or locative phrase:

(41) a. The river was 15 feet wide at 3’o’clock.
b. The mountain is 6 miles wide where the highway crosses overit.

Intuitively, what is going on is that these modifiers constrain the temporal and spatial
extent of the width state-of-affairs, and thus the intervalover which the width is constant.
Figure 2 gives a picture of such a width measurement for the mountain in (41b). Part
(a) represents the mountain; (b) orients it with a context axis S and shows a sequence of
slices of the mountain defined by successive points along that axis; (c) shows the width
measurement for one slice, where the road crosses. The axis of measurement isµ0.8 The
kinds of temporal and spatial modifiers shown in (41) can verynaturally be handled as
properties of eventualities.

Thus, I will assume the semantics of a simple adjectival use of wide is:

(42) a. The crack is a half inch wide.
b. ∃σ[wideS,T(σ)=[.5 in] ∧ figure(σ)=c ]

Neither the adjective meaning forwide nor the verb meaning forwiden will directly
make use of the measure function wide− introduced in (39), for reasons outlined in
Section 2.2. Rather the denotation of the adjective is assumed to be a function from
eventualities to degrees likewideS,T in (42b). Very briefly, the eventuality function and
the measure function are related as follows:

(43) wideS,T(σ) = d iff σ is classifiable as a width eventuality and for alls in Sσ all
T in Tσ

wide−(figure(σ), s, t) = d

The subscript T onwideS,T refers to the time axis and the subscript S to the spatial
context axis; Sσ refers to the axis restricted to the portion “in” the spatialtrace ofσ,
and Tσ refers to the T axis restricted to the portion “in” the temporal trace ofσ. The
definition requiresσ to be a width eventuality and the width of the figure ofσ to be
d for all spatial and temporal indices “in”σ. Thus,σ is temporally brief enough and
spatially small enough so that the width of its figure is constant throughout. The width
is homogeneousthroughout. I will call any eventuality function which imposes such

8Note that there are an infinite number of lines perpendicularto S at the measurement point. So the
axis of measurement is further constrained by some contextual or canonical factor; most usually it must
be horizontal.
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S

Figure 2: Widths and slices:µ0 is the axis of measurement for a width measurement at
a point on S.
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brevity and smallness conditions on its eventualities astate function, and I will have
more to say how adjectives are assigned such denotations in Section 2.2.

In the rest of this section we follow GHKL and extend the basicscalar adjective
analysis to degree achievement verbs, using the example in (44):

(44) The crack widened half an inch.

To begin with, here is a somewhat modified version of the axiomHKL use to
defineINCREASE:9

(45) ∀d, e









INCREASE(wideS,T)(e) = d

←→
∃σ1, σ2 [START(e, wideS,T, σ1) ∧ END(e, wideS,T, σ2) ∧

wideS,T(σ1) = wideS,T(σ2) + d ]









A widening event is one that relates to two width states, the width state at the event’s be-
ginning and the width state at the end, with the difference inwidth measures,d, equaling
the width increase ofe:

increase(wideS,T)(e) = d

The predicatesSTART andEND will be discussed and revised in Section 2.2. For
now, it suffices to note thatSTART(e, wideS,T, σ) is true only if:

(46) a. σ ⊑ e;
b. START(σ) = START(e)
c. figure(σ) = figure(e)
d. width(σ) (where width is a predicate dependent onwideS,T classifying width

eventualities).

The consequences forEND are symmetric. The principal effect of theSTART andEND

requirements in (45), then, is to guarantee thatσ1 andσ2 are starting and ending width
states ofe. Since the states used byINCREASE will be required to be homogeneous with
respect to the underlying measure function, it is not necessary to assume that there are
unique starting and ending states; henceSTART andEND are not functions.

The revision required to admit extent readings is simply to make INCREASE,
START, andEND all sensitive to what axis change is being measured on. Usingα for the
axis of change, whether temporal or spatial, we would revise(45) as follows:

(47) ∀d, e









INCREASEα (wideS,T)(e) = d

←→
∃σ1, σ2 [STARTα (e, wideS,T, σ1) ∧ ENDα (e, wideS,T, σ2) ∧

wideS,T(σ1) = wideS,T(σ2) + d ]









α , the axis theINCREASE operator exploits, is the axis of change. Whenα is spatial it
must be a contextually supplied axis, and the most salient one is the adjectival context
axis S, each index of which determines a cross-section of thetheme with a (potentially
different) width. Whenα is temporal, we simply have the case of (47) again.

9The modifications will be defended in Section 2.2. Basically, they have to do with assigning adjective
meanings an eventuality argument, which HKL do not do.
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Generalizing theSTART andEND relations to spatial as well temporal axes re-
quires defining the start/end of an event with respect to either kind of axis. For example,
the definition of thestart of an event with respect to an axisα is:

(48) STARTα (e) = Min
p∈αe

p

whereαe is simply axisα restricted toe. Thus, the start and end ofe along axisα are
the respective minima and maxima of the projection of e’s spatiotemporal trace,T (e),
ontoα . An event will thus have different starts and ends, depending on what axis is
used, and accordingly defines intervals on all relevant axes.

We have now said enough to address the case of (44). In terms ofthe lexical
entry forwiden, I assume the following:

(49) [[widen]] = INCREASEα (wideS,T) whereα ∈ {S, T}

Thus, the variableα present in the lexical entry ofwiden is may be instantiated in one
of two ways:

(50) a. ∃ e [INCREASES(wideS,T)(e) = [in 5] ∧ figure(e)=c ]
b. ∃ e [INCREASET(wideS,T)(e) = [in 5] ∧ figure(e)=c ]

The extent reading of (44) is represented in (50a) as the choice of S, the context axis for
wide, as the axis of change subscriptingINCREASE; the event reading in (50b) as the
choice of T, time, as the axis of change. Accordingly I will write:

widenα = INCREASEα (wideS,T)

According to our revised version of (47), both readings are true if and only if the differ-
ence in the value of the width function between the start and end of e as measured on
the axis of changeα is .5 inch.

As noted in the introduction, this analysis of the ambiguityof (44) makes no use
of an aspect-changing operator, such as the inchoative operator used in the analysis of
extent predicates in Jackendoff (1990), to distinguish thereadings. Essentially the same
meaning is claimed to yield both readings, the difference residing in which axis is used
to instantiateα .

We have now mapped out a basic framework in which spatial axescan be ex-
ploited as axes of change by dynamic predicates. The predicate widenα is, as the
morphology of the verb indicates, inherently dynamic, but from the point of view of
temporal aspect it is aspectually underspecified. That is, its definition is consistent with
eventualities that are temporally states (in which the required change happens along the
S-axis), or with eventualities that are temporally events (in which the required change
happens along the T axis).

A key feature of the account ofwide andwiden is that both denote functions
from eventualities to degrees, which I have been callingeventuality functions. The de-
notation ofwidemeasures the degree returned by some measure function and obtaining
throughout the eventuality, while the denotation of widenα is an eventuality function
that returns the degree of change in the eventuality. Hence Icall the denotation ofwide
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a state function and the denotation ofwidenan event function.10 Having both state and
event functions be of a single type is what leaves the door open for an underspecification
analysis of event and extent readings. Stative and dynamic predicates are not fundamen-
tally different kinds of things, and shifts between stativeand dynamic readings depend
on something other than a shift in type.11

With some of the details of the account of state functions filled in I now return
to the question of axial restrictions on predicates. We begin with the facts in (28), which
established axial restrictions on extent readings ofwidenandlengthen.

Our basic hypothesis about dynamic extent readings is that they arise when a
context axis is exploited as an axis of change.

Let’s begin by making clear that the phenomenon of interest really arises inde-
pendently of dynamic readings, with adjectives:

(51) a. The river is 20 feet wide at the the ford.
b. The river is 20 feet wide from Miller’s landing to the bridge.

These examples are descriptions of states, but they presuppose a world in which spatial
properties can meaningfully vary, and the context axis is constructed so that it contains
points p such that width measurements can meaningfully takevalues at p. Consider the
schematic representation of a river in Figure 3. The river isan irregularly shaped object
with a salient length axis represented by the dotted line. Itchanges widths continuously
along that axis, so that it makes sense to speak of width measurements taken at various
points along the axis, indicated by the solid lines across the river. The indices of such
measurements can be described using locativeat-phrases as in (51a), or their persistence
and stability over an interval on the axis can be described using path phrases as in (51b).
I will refer to a context axis which can be used to locate such measurements for state
descriptions as anaxis of referenceand I will use the two kinds of modifiers in (51) as
a diagnostic that a stative predicate can use a particular axis as an axis of reference.

Not every context axis can be used as an axis of reference. Thus consider the
case of the door aperture pictured in the after-part of Figure 1. If the aperture picture is
10 inches wide total, with 4 inches inside the door frame, and6 beyond it, we can not
say:

(52) The aperture was 4 inches wide at the door frame.

to assert that the portion of the aperture extending from thecenter to the door frame was
4 inches wide. Similarly, if we refer to the cross-piece separating a knife hilt from the
knife blade as across-guard, we cannot say of a knife that has a 6 inch blade and a 4
inch hilt:

(53) The knife was 4 inches long at the cross-guard.

Both these infelicities can be described as failed attemptsto use a context axis as an
axis of reference. In both cases the context-axis in question coincides with the axis of

10I will give a precise definition of state functions in Section2.3.
11Also measure functions may be related to dynamic eventuality functions without the need of inter-

vening state.
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Figure 3: A context axis that is also an axis of reference

measurement. As we saw in (28) the same restriction applies to dynamic extent readings.
In stating the restriction I will use the following definition:

Reference Axis

A reference axisis a context axis used for locating a measurement. It can
be either time (T) or a spatial context axis (S)

The key constraint on orientation can be stated as follows:

Independence Principle (IP)12

For distance measurements, a reference axis must be independent of the axis
of measurement; that is, it cannot be parallel to or coincidewith the axis of
measurement.

The descriptive generalization that dynamic readings relyon an axis of reference
can be stated as follows:

12The restriction the IP imposes on the relation of the measureaxis and reference axis is very close to
the condition two vectors must meet in order to be the bases ofa 2D vector space, They do not need to be
geometrically orthogonal. But they may not point in the samedirection.
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Theα Generalization

Theα axis used byINCREASEα must be a reference axis.

The need to distinguish reference axes from other context axes arises because
there are legitimate context axes that are not reference axes, as in (28d). Since (28d) has
only an event reading, the reference axis must be Time. Nevertheless, a spatial context
axis is still exploited by the path phrases. I will call a context axis that is not a reference
axis apath axis (because the salient function in this system of such axes is for orienting
paths).

How is theα Generalization and the Independence Principle to be captured? I
turn first to the Independence Principle. I will argue that given two natural assumptions
about measure functions, the IP falls out:

(54) a. When measuring along the measurement axis, the only possible magnitude
for a distance measurementat a pointis 0.

b. Distance scales like length and width do not have 0s.

Consider the two width measurements in (28). In (a) the cable’s width at any point along
its length axis has positive values; but what is the width of the aperture in (d) at a point
3 inches from the center, measuring along a radius? Assumption (54a) says the only
magnitude a width can have measuring at a point on the width axis is 0, and assumption
(54b) says there are no 0-magnitude widths on the width scale. Therefore, the width
measurement function will undefined at points on such axes.

Given these assumptions, we will see in Section 2.2 that theα generalization fol-
lows from a very natural restriction onINCREASEα (f ), that it apply only to eventuality
functionsf that are homogeneous alongα . Basically, for anyσ andd such that

fα (σ) = d

the measure function underlyingf (call it f−S ) must returnd for every point inα σ.
In order to do this, of course,f−S must be defined at every point onα σ, and that is
only possible whenα is a reference axis. Thus theα generalization is subsumed by
the following Homogeneity Principle (The Homogeneity Principle will be stated more
precisely in Section 2.3.):

The Homogeneity Principle:13

The INCREASEα can only apply to eventuality functions that are homoge-
neous alongα .

13Gawron (2005) tries to derive the effects of axial constraints with a simpler cumulativity constraint
on the application ofINCREASEα . The problem with this approach is that it cannot distinguish canonical
uses ofcover from that use non canonical axes and have spatial dynamic properties such as graduality.
Example (30b) is of this variety. Essentially, the approachof Gawron (2005) rules out (30b). The approach
pursued here adopts the IP as a constraint on what it means fora function to take a valueat a point on a
spatial axis, then tries to derive all the rest from that. Forexample, the Homogeneity Principle does the
necessary work because the IP rules out having certain functions be homogeneous along certain axes.
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These considerations strongly suggest that the lack of evidence for spatial dy-
namic readings forextendcan be accounted for by its axial properties. It is apparent that
the orientation of path phrases is in the direction of movement and measurement with
event and extent readings ofextend:

(55) a. His arm extended into the air.
b. The beam extended 15 feet past the column.

Thus, the verb has a strong preference for a context axis thatcoincides with the mea-
surement axis; therefore no homogeneous eventuality function can be defined and no
dynamic predicate can be derived usingINCREASES; this leaves onlyINCREASET to
derive a dynamic predicate. Thus there is no reason to expectgradually to combine
with extent readings forextend, because there is no derived spatially dynamic version
of extend. Similarly there is no reason for Vendlerian tests for a dynamic predicates to
succeed along the spatial axis.14

It is possible to account for the restrictions oncoveralong the same lines, al-
though there are differences in detail. To begin with, it is not clear what the notion axis
of measurement means when we are dealing with a 2-dimensional (areal) measurement.
But it seems reasonable to suppose the following:

(56) a. When the context axis S lies parallel to or in the plainof covered surface, the
only possible value the cover function could takeat a pointis 0.

b. The cover scale has no 0, so it is undefined for points on path-axes.

Given the homogeneity principle, then, the non existence ofa derived spatially dynamic
predicate follows.15

Summarizing this section, we have laid out what it means for adegreeable predi-
cate to change along a spatial axes. We have sketched how spatially indexed states work,
and how dynamic predicates might be derived from them, following the lines of the orig-
inal HKL analysis. This illustrates the basic case of what was called an underspecifica-
tion analysis in the introduction. There is one derived predicateINCREASEα (wideα ,β),
which can describe change along either temporal or spatial axes. We have also dis-
cussed some constraints on spatial axes that affect which spatially dynamic readings are
possible.

14This does not rule out the possibility that graduality mightarise becauseextendis inherently spatially
dynamic (without the intervention ofINCREASES). We will rule out this possibility in Section 4.

15It might be thought that the existence of extent-reading examples such as

(i) A canvas covered the road at the cross walk.

provide evidence thatcrosscan use a reference axis in the plane of the road, since the locative seems to
be identifying a pointon the road, whose length axis ought to be ineligible as a reference axis. However,
despite the use of anat- phrase, the fact that a measurable area (the area of the canvas) is involved shows
that this path-phrase still corresponds to an interval of the road, and is no different in kind than:

(ii) The canvas covered the road from one crosswalk to the other.

We are not here considering the case of examples like (30b), wherecoverin the occlusion sense uses a
non-default axis which is a reference axis. These will be addressed in Section 2.3.
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2.2 States

The analysis presented in the previous section makes use of functions from eventualities
to degrees. Informally, I have distinguished the functionsthat enter into adjective de-
notations, calling themstate functions, and the eventualities in their domain, notating
themσ, and calling themstates. As an illustration, in (42), I assumed a state-function
was the denotation of the adjectivewide; the state function waswideS,T; the state was
σ. Since the precursors of this analysis — Hay et al. (1999) andKennedy’s analysis of
adjective semantics on which that is based (Kennedy 1999a, Kennedy 1999b) — do not
assume states; and since it has been proposed that, within aneventuality-based seman-
tics, states should be represented as propositions that make no reference to eventualities
(Kratzer 2000), this feature of the analysis needs to be defended.

The first point to be made is that the original Hay et al. (1999)analysis has a
problem which the use of state-eventualities solves. Consider the original version of the
INCREASE axiom:

(57) INCREASE(f)(x)(e) = d iff f(x, START(e)) + d = f(x, END(e))

Heref is an adjective denotation likewide, andINCREASE(f) is being defined in order
to serve as the denotation of the verbwiden. Thus, part of the job of the definition is
to define what counts as a widening event. But look what the definition says when run
in the leftward direction: It says that any event that startsand ends at the same time as
some course of widening counts as a widening event. So, according to (57), if a fissure
in a glacier in New Zealand widens 3 inches (e1), it can also be truthfully said of an
event of sheep-shearing in Scotland (e2), which starts and ends at the same time:

INCREASE(wide)(fissure)(e2) = [inch3]

While this may not seem an unwelcome result to those eager to have fewer events, it
will very quickly get us into truth-conditional trouble, given the standard Davidsonian
account of other adverbial modifiers. For example, on this account it follows from the
facts of the glacier-fissure-widening, the simultaneous sheep-shearing, and the fact that
the sheep-shearing is in Scotland, that a glacier-fissure-widening event has happened in
Scotland, which as it happens has no glaciers.

Thus this definition does not succeed in integrating a non-eventuality-based ac-
count of adjective denotations with an eventuality-based account of the verb meanings
derived from them.

The fix proposed here, and presupposed in (47), is simply to change the deno-
tation of a degreeable adjective from what Hay et al. (1999) assume it is, a measure
function, that is, a function from individuals and times to degrees, to a state function.
State functions are not a replacement for measure functions; both state functions and
measure functions have formal properties relevant to the main concerns of this paper. I
now turn to the task of defining the relation between them.

A state function is really a hybrid of an event classifying predicate and a measure
function, but it is important to note that event classification is really the prior idea. The
idea of a class of events as used in event semantics is really acluster of ideas. Classified
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event types come with associated regularities, usually articulated as functions on the
eventuality type called roles. An eventuality function is really just a role filled by a
degree. Thus, the idea of an eventuality function is not controversial if one embraces a
neo-Davidsonian event semantics. Whether one adopts an HKLtype analysis of events
or not, classifying an event as a motion event comes with the idea that there is a measure
function returning the distance covered. Thee easiest implementation of this idea in
Neo-Davidsonian event semantics is a role returning the distance. The controversial
part of the proposal is that we extend eventualities and event functions to adjectives. At
the same time, we want to keep measure functions in the picture.

Let us assume that measure functions are basic, but that predicates classifying
certain eventualities as measuring eventualities of certain kinds are also basic. We then
define state functions in terms ofboth via a family ofstate-function operators. The sim-
plest operator is the one for one-dimensional adjectives likeheavy, which are evaluated
only along the time dimension. We define the state-function for heavyby applying the
operator⊡T to the classificatory predicateheight, true of all and only those eventuali-
ties that are height-eventualities, and the measure functionheight−. In other words, The
form of the definition is:

(58) heavyT = ⊡
T(heightT, height−T )

T is the time axis, as before. The measure function weight− returns the weight of the
figure at a timet.

The adjectives of interest in this paper are two-dimensional, that is, those that
introduce a spatial axis in addition to a temporal axis, likewide. For such adjectives, we
need a distinct operator⊡S, T

xthat makes reference to the spatial axis. the form of the
definitions with this operator will be:

(59) wideS,T = ⊡
S, T

x(widthX,S, distance−X,S)

Again width is a predicate true of width eventualities. S and T are reference and time
axes, as before. X is the axis of measurement. The measure function distance− returns
the distance along X occupied by the slice of the figure ats at a timet, as shown in (60):
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The classificatory functionwidth will be responsible for guaranteeing that the measure-
ment axis X really is a width measurement axis. The contentful claim made by the kind
of definition of adjective denotations exemplified in (59) isthat an adjective denotation
has two independent components, a classifying predicate and a measure function. This
idea would gain significantly in credibility if we could find instances where the two var-
ied independently. It does at least seem to be plausible to posit classes of adjectives that
share measure functions. For example, the measure functiondistance− is common to
various distance adjectives such ashigh, long, tall, short, deep, narrow, andwide; and
it is primarily the relation of figure to axis that varies.

In addition, adjectives have selectional requirements just as verbs do, and it is
reasonable to suppose that the predicate classifying eventualities is responsible for im-
posing those requirements for both verbs and adjectives.16 Thus, just as the eventuality
predicate forfrightenselects whethersincerityis an appropriate argument for the expe-
riencer argument, the classificatory predicate fortall andhigh will determine whether a
mountain is an appropriate argument for the figure role.

When we turn from adjectives to verbs, the case for separating classificatory
predicates from measure functions becomes even stronger. Hovav and Levin (2002)
suggest that a single core verb meaning may be associated with distinct scales, adducing
examples from the domain ofsurface contact verbssuch asscrub. Consider scrubbing
a tub. There is one scale provided by the tub’s surface area and another by a scale of
cleanliness This, in part, is whyscrubhas such complex telicity conditions:

16Possibly, as has often been suggested, selectional restrictions are best described by factoring their
effects intoroles. But this fine point does not affect the general point being made here. In that case
classifying predicates are responsible for role signatures and roles are in turn responsible for selection
restrictions.
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(61) a. Lee scrubbed the entire tub for hours. (atelic; cleanliness)
b. Lee scrubbed the entire tub in minutes. (telic; may be surface area)

The verbscrub, then, would be an example of a verb with a single classifyingpredicate,
identifying events in which a certain kind of surface contact is going on, and distinct
measure functions.17

Similarly there are degree-achievement-like verbs that plausibly share measure
functions but differ only in selection restrictions or precise event class properties. Ex-
amples would be:expandvs. grow (a single size function),rise vs. ascend(a single
altitude function),climb vs. ascend(a single proportion-of-ground-climbed function),
polishvs. shinevs. wax(a single shininess function). The argument back to adjectives,
then, is: With eventuality classification required for bothverbs and adjectives, we must
formulate the classifications in a way that allows the measure function to be separated
out for both.

There seem to be two natural ways to define⊡
S, T

x(C, f), either as in (62a) or
as in (62b):18

(62) (a.) One-place Eventuality functions:
⊡

S, T
x(CX, S, fX, S)(σ) = d

iff

(i) CX, S(σ); Classifiability
(ii) ∀s ∈ Sσ, t ∈ TσfX, S(figure(σ), s, t) = d Homogeneity

(b.) Two-place eventuality functions:
⊡

S, T
x(CX, S, fX, S)(σ)(i) = d

iff

(i) CX, S(σ); Classifiability
(ii) fX, S(figure(σ))(i) = d

17As far as I know, there are no clear cases of analogous adjectives, adjectives with measure functions
that vary while the eventuality type is kept fixed. For example, the two senses ofhard that havesoftand
easyas antonyms appear to require both distinct measure functions and distinct eventuality classes, since
selection restrictions and scales both change.

18Given that both the state-function and the measure-function exist in this analysis, one is in principle
free to use the measure function as the denotation of the adjective and reserve the state function as a
kind of intermediary step in the derivation of the verb meaning. For example,INCREASE could be an
operator on measure functions (as HKL have it), with the additional argument of a classificatory predicate
on states. The challenge for this approach is to account for various adverbial modifiers common to the
adjective and verb:

(i) The road widened from X to Y.
(ii) The road was 10 feet wide from X to Y.

I believe the account here naturally accommodates these andmakes clear the semantic differences and
similarities. There are also other kinds of adverbial modifiers appropriate for the adjective, for example,
an unbelievably deep canyon. It is not 2500 feet (the actual depth of the canyon) which is unbelievable, but
the fact that this entity (the canyon) is that deep. This might of course be handled by treatingunbelievably
as a function from measure functions to measure functions, but it appears to work in exactly the same way
for verbs (The canyon deepened unbelievably). Thus, the challenge is to give a uniform analysis, while
still maintaining that verbs and adjectives differ in whether they use eventualities.
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Both alternatives assume states are eventualitiesσ classifiable by a state-predicate C
with afigurerole to which a measure-functionfS applies. In both alternatives, criterion
(i) amounts to the requirement thatσ is classifiable by some relevant state predicate
C as being a C-eventuality. In alternative (a), labeledone-place eventuality functions,
we eliminate the time and space indices of the measure function with ahomogeneity
requirement, that is, by requiring that all indices in the trace ofσ return the same value.
In alternative (b), weindexthe eventuality functions by defining a two-place function of
an eventuality and an index.

In this paper I have pursued one-place eventuality functions, contra Gawron
(2005), which adopts two-place eventuality functions.19 Under alternative (a), there
is a single denotation for the adjectivewide that is a one-place function from states of
affairs to degrees.

wideS,T(σ) = d

Under (b), there is a single underspecified rule licensing anunderspecified functor that
has both spatially indexed functions and temporally indexed functions in its extension.
That is we can have both (a) and (b)

(a) wide(σ)(t) = d

(b) wide(σ)(s) = d

There are two reasons to favor one-place eventuality functions.
First, the analysis of Gawron (2005) is forced to assume thatany particularread-

ing for an extent adjectives is either temporally indexed or spatially indexed. Thus any
use of an adjective likewidedenotes either a function from eventualities and spatial in-
dices to degrees, presumably invoked in (63a), or a temporally indexed function from
eventualities and times to degrees, presumably invoked in (63b). The problem is what
to say about (63c):

(63) a. The river was 18 feet wide at three o’clock.
b. The river was 18 feet wide at the ford.
c. The river was 18 feet wide at three o’clock at the ford.

Is (63c) ambiguous, or is a third, doubly indexed measure-function invoked? One-place
eventuality functions allow us to dispense with this distinction. There is one function
taking an eventuality as its argument; that eventuality — call it a state — has both spatial
and temporal extent, like most eventualities. This state isrequired to be “small enough”
so that all indices, temporal and spatial, return the same value for the relevant measure
function.

The other argument for alternative (a) can be made by the following observation:
There are perfectly well-defined widening events for which the width of the figure is
undefined at both the beginning and end of the event. Consider(64):

(64) a. The crackc widenede 5 millimeters.
b. Assume that at the start of evente, crackc already has varying width.

19In that respect, he follows Hay et al. (1999).
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For example, suppose that at timeeSTART, the crack is 1 centimeter wide at one end and
3 centimeters wide at the other. Suppose the crack widens 5 millimeters everywhere. I
think (64a) is true in these circumstances. However, I also think the width of the crack
is undefined throughoute. When we say a crack is 1 centimeter wide at timet, that is
shorthand for saying all the contextually relevant width measurements of the crack come
to 1 centimeter (within current standards of precision). When the relevant measurements
disagree by more than current standards of precision allow,the crack has no well-defined
width.

What this example shows is that a two-place temporally indexed state-function is
insufficient to handle all cases of event readings. For concreteness consider the version
of (47) used in Gawron (2005):

(65) ∀ t1, t2, x, d

















∃e [ increase(wide)(e) = d∧
START(e)= t1 ∧ END(e)= t2 ∧ figure(e)=x ]

←→
∃σ1, σ2[ START(σ1) = t1 ∧ END(σ2) = t2 ∧

figure(σ1) = figure(σ2) = x ∧
wide(σ1)(t2) = wide(σ2)(t1) + d ]

A glance at the two-place state functions on the right hand side shows that in order for a
widening event to be defined, the following starting and ending states must be defined:

wide(σ1)(t2)
wide(σ2)(t1)

And these are in turn defined so that the width of the entire figure must be defined at
timest1 andt2.

Clearly, the circumstances just considered for example (64) show that this is
asking too much. Only the width ofpartsof the figure need to be defined at the start
and end times, and the measures of some of these parts need to widen by the specified
amount.

Axiom (47) differs from (65) in that it assumes width-statesthat can be arbi-
trarily tailored to both sub-parts of the figure and to sub-intervals of time, which allows
states small enough to be felicitous for examples like (64).20

20The very same example with a slightly amended set of facts also suggests a refinement of (47).
Suppose that the crack in (64a) in fact underwent no change atall. An event reading of (64a) would
come out true, according to Axiom (47), because we could compare the measure of one part ofc at the
beginning ofe with another 2-centimeter wider part at the end ofe. Clearly the measures being compared
at the start and end of the event need to belong to the same parts. The following amendment fixes this by
introducing the idea of axial projection (Compare (Jackendoff 1996), who introduces a similar notion for
somewhat different reasons).

∀d, e









INCREASEα (wideα ,β )(e) = d

←→
∃σ1, σ2 [PROJECTα(e, wideα ,β , σ1, σ2) ∧

wideα ,β (σ1) = wideα ,β (σ2) + d ]









Here PROJECTselects starting and ending width states, as before, with the additional requirement that
their spatial coordinates be the same, that is, that they be endpoints of a projection through time of a part
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In this section, I have argued for the introduction of statesinto the semantics of
adjectives, a move which is critical to the particular analysis of degree achievements I
have adopted. We have also filled in some of the details for theanalysis ofwide and
widen. For the cases discussed thus far, we have the following picture:

(66) wideS,T A state function homogeneous on both S and
T. S can be a reference axis.

INCREASEα (wideS,T) A dynamic predicate underspecified for its
axis of change. Whenα is T, accounts for
event readings ofwiden. Whenα is a refer-
ence axis S, accounts for extent readings.

Left out of the discussion thus far is the possibility of examples like (28d), in
which the axis is not a reference axis, and an extent reading is impossible. In the follow-
ing sections, we flesh out the details for other extent predicates and non-canonical uses
of widenlike that in (28d).

2.3 Extend and cover

We next discuss the extension of the analysis sketched in Section 2.1 and 2.2 to the
cases ofextendandcover.

We will follow the method used withwide. That is, a state function will be de-
fined in terms of an underlying measure function. However, the state operator⊡S, T

xwill
not be suitable for defining the state function forextend. Consider the the homogeneity
requirement⊡S, T

x imposes on its measure functionf :

(67) ∀t ∈ Tσ, s ∈ SσfX,S(figure(σ), t, s) = d

The path phrases we find withextendshow that it lexically selects a context axis S
that points in the direction of the axis of measurement X. However, we have explained
a number of constraints on extent readings with the assumption that distance measure
functions cannot take a value at a point on an axis that is oriented in the same direction
as the measurement. Therefore, for everys on such an S, such anf is undefined, and
the above homogeneity requirement cannot be met. How then toproceed withextend?

of the event.
PROJECTα (e, wideS

T, σ1, σ2) iff
(a) σ1, σ2 ⊑ e;
(b) STARTα(σ1) = STARTα(e);
(c) ENDα(σ2) = ENDα(e);
(d) figure(σ) = figure(e);
(e) βσ1

= βσ2

This largely tracks the definition of theSTART andEND relations in (47). The innovation is clause (e).
Whenα = T, this makes Sσ1

= Sσ2
, which means start and end statesσ1 andσ2 return measures of the

same part of the figure. Whenα = S, this makes the start and end states have the same temporal trace.
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In fact, the ground assumptions about distance measurements along a non-reference
axis, spelled out in (54), preclude only positive valuesat a pointon the axis. Measure-
ment along the measurement axis is still possible over intervals. Thus, the solution is to
begin with a measure function defined on spatial intervals.

(68) extend−S : I × SI× T→ D
(x, [s0, s1], t) 7→ span−S (path−S (x, [s0, s1], t) )

Here the domain and range are as follows:

I the set of individuals
SI the set of intervals spatial axis S
T the set of times
D the set of distances

The properties of the function path− will be discussed in the next section. What

path−S (x, [s1, s2], t)

returns is the spatial region entityx occupies at timet for the spatial interval betweens1

ands2, in other words, the portion ofx lying betweens1 ands2. span−S in turn measures
the distance of this spatial region along S. In sum the definition in (68) says that

extend−S (x, [s0, s1], t)

returns the length (at timet) of x for the portion ofx lying betweens1 ands2.
Then the result we want for the state function ofextendis:

(69) extendS
T(σ) = d only if

∀t[extend−S (figure(σ), [STARTS(σ), ENDS(σ)], t) = d]

Rather than universally quantifying over both spatial index s and temporal indext as
wideS,T does, the definition ofextendS

T quantifies only overt.
Of course, the definition in (69) cannot be achieved using theoperator used to

define the state function forwideS,T, because of the homogeneity condition in (67). Thus
extendwill be defined via a new operator notated⊕S

⊡
T

x:

(70) ⊕S
⊡

T
x(C, fS)(σ) = d

iff

(i) C(σ); Classifiability
(ii) ∀t ∈ TσfS(figure(σ), [STARTS(σ), ENDS(σ)], t) = d Temporal

Homogeneity

The intuition here is that⊕S
⊡

T
xis used for any measure function that is irreducibly

a function of spatial intervals. Instead of quantifying over spatial indices, what this
definition does is use an interval on S to construct a degreeable property of an eventuality
defined on that interval.
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The notational generalization is that⊡
αis used whenα indices are universally

quantified over, because⊡ is reminiscent of modal operator�, used when worlds are
universally quantified over. On the other hand, the component ⊕αis used when the
indices of axisα are “summed” into an interval.

Using this operator, the official definition of the eventuality function forextend
is:

(71) extendS
T = ⊕S

⊡
T

x(extendingS, extend−S)

Hereextendingis the classifying predicate for extending eventualities and extend− is
the distance-based measure function defined in the previoussection.

Summarizing, the⊡S, T
xoperator used forwide produces eventuality functions

that are homogeneous along both axes S and T; the⊕S
⊡

T
xoperator produces eventuality

functions that are homogeneous along axis T, but not along axis S. I will call such
eventuality functionsdimorphic .

Eventuality functions defined via the the⊕S
⊡

T
xoperator aredimorphic in

that they are degreeable axial properties that are homogeneous along the
time axis T but not along the spatial axis S.

Only the axes on which an eventuality function is homogeneous are subscripted. Thus,
the difference in subscripting betweenextendS

T andwideS,T reflects the difference in
their homogeneity constraints. It is now possible to explicitly distinguish state functions
from eventuality functions.

An eventuality function a state function along axisα if and only if it is
homogeneous along axisα .

Thus, the notion state function is axis-relative. All statefunctions of axisα are homo-
geneous alongα . It is a generalization about adjectives that they are all state functions
along the temporal axis; but, it appears that dimorphic adjectives are rare. The paradigm
example isfull (the fullness of a flask cannot be measured at any point along the depth
axis, for all the same reasons given forcover). I would thus assume dimorphism is
marked for adjectives, and that most dimorphic relations become verbs.21

The functionextendS
T as defined in (71) is temporally homogeneous and thus

only accounts for extent readings of the verb. As indicated in the introduction, the event
readings forextendwill be derived using the operatorINCREASE.

extend-eventS,T = INCREASET(extendS
T)

The new eventuality function,extend-eventS,T, is homogeneous along neither axis.
The descriptive fact to capture aboutextendis that it has no derived spatial dy-

namic version. That is,INCREASES does not combine withextendS
T:

21Other clear cases are hard to find. Although there are a numberof adjectives that describe “global”
spatial properties, including shape adjectives (circular, oval, square, jagged) and pattern identifiers (
paisley, polka-dotted, flecked, and so on), both the degreeability and the axiality of all these adjectives is
questionable.
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(72) ∗INCREASES(extendS
T)

At this point, it is possible to be explicit about why not. We impose the following
constraint:

(73) Homogeneity Constraint

∗INCREASEα . . . fα . . .

The intuition is quite simple:INCREASEα should combine only with eventuality func-
tions that are homogeneous alongα and superscripted axes are those for which the func-
tion is not homogeneous. Intuitively, this is becauseINCREASEα requires well-defined
start and endα -states, and homogeneity is diagnostic of states. The Homogeneity Con-
straint will have two practical effects. First, of all, we make no type theoretic distinctions
between state functions likewideS,T and event functions likeINCREASET(wideS,T); both
are functions from eventualities to degrees. The Homogeneity Principle will prevent
INCREASET from applying to dynamic predicates likewidenS

T (= INCREASET(wideS,T)),
because they are not homogeneous along T. As desired forextend, it will also block
application to eventuality functions defined for a non-referential spatial axis, blocking
(72).

This leaves us with the following picture forextend:

(74) [−Dynamic] [+Dynamic]

extendS
T INCREASET(extendS

T)

By way of contrast withextend, we consider the case ofcover. There are a
number of possibilities for the range of the measure function for cover, among them area
measures, regions of space, and real numbers between 0 and 1.As it happens the choice
between these will not matter for the arguments being made here, but, for concreteness,
we will choose the last possibility, defining the range as a dimensionless ratio between
two areas, the area covered (the entire range of surface contact between two participants
x andy), and the area that could be covered (the surface area of participanty over some
interval of an axis S):

cover−S,R : I × SI× T→ (0, 1]

(x, y, [so, s1], t) 7→ Area(ON/OVERR(x, y, t))
Area(SURFACE(y, [so, s1]))

There is an extra spatial axis, R, in this definition which is needed for the occlusion
sense ofcover (which uses the spatial relationOVER in place ofON). I return to this
sense and the additional axis below. For now, the main axis ofinterest is S. Forcover,
as forextend, the measure function is defined for intervals on S; as withcover, this leads
to a state-function that is temporally, but not spatially, homogeneous.

The main difference in the derivation of the two state functions is that the mea-
sure function forcover takes an extra argument, theground. This requires an operator
like the one forextend, except that it accommodates the extra participant.

⊕S
⊡

T
x,y(CS, fS)(y)(σ) = d

iff

(i) CS(σ);
(ii) ∀t ∈ TσfS(figure(σ), ground(σ), [STARTS(σ), ENDS(σ)], t) = d
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Figure 4: Driveway with varying leaf cover

The idea is that a denotation likecoverST is really of a different type than ordinary even-
tuality functions likeextendS

T: It is a function from individuals to eventuality functions.
In effect each ground defines a different scaling of the measures being assigned to the
figure.22

So we can rewrite the definition ofcoverST as:

(75) RcoverST(y)(σ) = d iff ⊕S
⊡

T
x,y(coveringS,R , cover−S,R)(y)(σ) = d

Here the extra axis R has simply been notated as a prefix, sinceit is neither a homoge-
neous spatial axis like that ofwide, nor a path axis like S. For readability, we will ignore
it, except where needed.

Some examples of covering measurements are given in Figure 4, which shows
(rather schematically) a covering measurement at linesµ0 andµ1 for a driveway with
varying leaf cover. Ifl is the the leaves, andd is the driveway, andt is the time of the
picture in Figure 4,

cover−S S,µ0
(d, l, [µ0, µ1],

returns the ratio of the area of the shaded trapezoid betweenµ0 andµ1 to the area of the
entire rectangle betweenµ0 andµ1. If eventualitye “starts” (according to axis S) at the
base of the driveway (bottom of figure) and ends at an arbitrary point calledENDS(e),
the cover-measurement fore is ratio of the area of the shaded region to the area of the
entire rectangle beginning atSTARTS(e) and ending atENDS(e).

As with extend, the event readings forcoverwill be derived viaINCREASE. To
satisfy the type requirements ofINCREASEα , the ground argument must be fed in first:

cover-eventS,T = INCREASET ◦ coverST

Therefore,
cover-eventS,T(y)(σ) = INCREASET(coverST(y))(σ)

With cover there is, however, a wrinkle that does not arise forextend. With
the right axis, as we saw in (30b), in the introduction,covermay have have spatially

22Thus, the treatment ofgroundhere is consistent with intuition of Dowty (1991) that the ground is the
incremental theme, and that of Tenny (1994) that it “measures out” the event. The metaphor is quite close
to Tenny’s, since the ground literally defines the scale.
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dynamic readings with graduality. There are two possible accounts. First, in addition to
a predicate defined with⊕S

⊡
T

x, there might be another defined with⊡S, T
x, the same

operator used forwide. That is, using R for the reference axis in (30b), we would have
(76):

(76) coverR,T = ⊕R
⊡

T
x,y(coveringR, cover−R)

However, we saw in (32), repeated here, that path phrases with cover, even in
spatially dynamic cases, can only exploit an axis in the plane of the ground’s surface.

(77) The aneurysm grew as it approached the valve and gradually covered it from end
to end.

The phraseend to endmust refer to ends of the valve. This suggests that the lexically
preferred ground-surface axis is not being overruled in this example. Rather, what we
have is:

(78) INCREASER ◦ RcoverST

Note that this is not a violation of the homogeneity constraint because R and S are
different. Rather, what is odd here is thatINCREASER is not using the predicate’s context
axis S.

One may well ask why such a novel axis is possible. The answer is, I believe,
that this is the same axis R introduced for the occlusion sense of cover. Because the
spatial relation between the figure and ground isOVER rather thanON, a line-of-sight
axis determining the line centering the figure over the ground becomes available. As a
default perhaps, that axis is a vertical axis (the clouds covered the city), but it needn’t
be:

(79) From these seats, the center column covers almost all ofthe right half of the
stage.

What happens in (30b) is that the amount of coverage is simplydefined by a projection
of the figure onto the ground along the line of site R; because of this, coverage can vary
along the axis and it becomes an axis of reference, usable as an axis of change.

Then, the full picture forcoverlooks like this:

(80) [−Dynamic] [+Dynamic]
RcoverST INCREASER ◦ RcoverST, INCREASET ◦ RcoverST

3 Paths and extent readings

We noted in Section 1 that extent predicates co-occur with path-phrases. In fact, path
phrases with stative non-motion readings were used to defineextent predicates.

As noted in Section 2.1, two kinds of path-phrases co-occur with event readings
of extent verbs, those that are incremental themes (in the sense of Dowty 1991) and
those that are not:
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(81) (a) Incremental paths: The truth conditions require that the path covered grow
homomorphically with the event, with the location identified in the from
phrase overlapped at the beginning of the event, and the location identified
in theto-phrase overlapped at the end. Incremental paths entail motion.

(b) non-incremental paths. These paths occur when somepart of the theme is
involved in the event, typically with themes large enough for their parts to
change in different ways.

The descriptive differences are illustrated in (82). The readings of interest in all
cases are event readings:

(82) Incrementality

[+ Incre] (a) A storm front crossed from Prescott to the border.
(b) The fog extended from the pier to the point.

[- Incre] (c) The crack widened from the tower to the north gate.
(d) Fog covered the peninsula from the pier to the point

First, for the cases marked [- Incre], the paths are not necessarily incremental themes.
For example, in (d) the fog’s progress may be in any order as long as in the end a
span between pier and point is covered. Second, for the non-incremental case there
is no movement entailed. There is no sense in which the crack or the fog in (c) and
(d) have to change location. The crack may appear everywherealong the indicated path
simultaneously, as long as it is widening. The fog, as it often does, may simply condense
in place, thickening over the course of the event.

In contrast, the [+ Incr ] versions of (82) do entail motion. The region described
by thefrom phrase must overlap with the figure at the beginning of the event, and the
region described by theto-phrase at the end.

This sets up us two major questions about the distribution ofpath phrases:

(83) a. What set of predicates selects for path phrases?
b. Among those, what determines the choice between incremental and non-

incremental paths?

We will account for the two kinds of path-phrases by positingthat path phrases
are axially underspecified in a way that parallels the axial ambiguity of extent predicates
like widen. That is, there will betemporally indexed pathsthat track the location of a
figure over time and capture incremental readings, and therewill be spatially indexed
paths that track the location of parts of a figure over space. Temporally indexed paths
will be welcomed by environments that entail motion, while spatially indexed paths will
be incompatible with such entailments. Thus, the temporally indexed paths will account
for incremental paths, and the spatially indexed paths for non-incremental paths.

We begin by defining an operatorpath which, for each appropriate event, will
return the eventuality function that tracks the location ofthe event’sfigurewith respect
to either space or time.
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3.1 Path operator and events

I will write
path(e)

to denote the path associated with evente, if e is an event of the appropriate type.23

I model paths as functions, though everything assumed here could be reworked
for other models of paths, including paths as primitives in the ontology. suitably axioma-
tized as in Krifka (1998). Obviously, the appeal of taking this road is that the parallelism
between underspecified eventuality functions likewideS,T and underspecified path func-
tions is strengthened.

path(e) = π

I useπ here for a function from times to locations of the figure ofe24 Normally if the
location of the figure ofe at timet is l, I simply write:

(84) pathT(e)(t) = l.

The key property of path functions for our purposes is that they are always de-
fined relative to an axis. Thus (84) is a temporally indexed path, while

(85) pathS(e)(s) = l

is a spatially indexed path. The expression in (85) also returns a location of the figure,
but a location restricted to that slice of the figure that intersects the plane through axis
S at s. A more explicit version of the definitions of the two path operators is given
in the Appendix A. The key point is that both are defined in terms of an eventuality
independentpath−

S function, parallel to the way eventuality functions for adjectives are
defined in terms of eventuality-independent measure functions:

(86) (a) pathS
T(e)(t) = l path−(figure(e), [STARTS(e), ENDS(e)], t) = l

(b) pathS(e)(s) = l ∀t ∈ Tepath−(figure(e), s, t ) = l

The definitions are asymmetric: (a)pathT(e)(t) is defined to given the location of the
figure over an interval on S at a timet; (b) pathS(σ)(s) is defined only when the same lo-
cation is occupied by each slice for the entire duration ofe. Thus,pathS is homogeneous
for time in a way analogous to the waywideS,T was. This will make it incompatible with
motion along axis S. On the other hand,pathT is not incompatible with stasis. The effect
of this asymmetry is the following. Axial predicates will select for path indiscriminately,
not choosing betweenpathS andpathS

T. When motion is entailedpathS will be ruled
out. This will makepathS

T the only possibility. When motion is not entailed, bothpathS

andpathS
T will be possible; I will argue that this is harmless.

23I assume event classification predicates likewidth in (59) are sortal predicates true of events belonging
to event sortsand that these sorts have role signatures. Among other thingspath is a role appropriate for
eventualities of a certain sort.

24This is the kind of path function assumed in Verkuyl (1978) and Verkuyl (1993).
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A few remarks on the partiality of path functions are in order. For any path
functionπ, whether temporal or spatial, The domain is that set of points on the relevant
axisα that fall withine:25

path α (e) = π only if π : [STARTα (e), ENDα (e)]→ Locations

Thus, there are many path functions for any given event, corresponding to the starts
and ends determined by each axis through it. Crucially the domain of the path function
corresponds to the boundaries of the event along the relevant axis. Thus, path phrases
(which denote properties of path functions) constrain not just the direction of an axis,
but also the boundaries of events, the starts and ends along either temporal or spatial
axes.

In Section 1, I defined an axial predicate as one that selectedpath phrases. I will
formalize this definition with the followingPath-Axis Principle (PAP):

Path-Axis Principle (PAP)
All and only only axial verbs, adjectives, and prepositions
have the rolepathα in their role signature. It also follows
that all and only such predicates have the rolefigure in their
signature.

Technically the PAP follows from the definition of the path role in (104a) in Appendix
A. The essential idea is that path selection and axiality arethe same. Path phrases are the
primary linguistic device for orienting axes; and this is what explains their correlation
with event-extent readings.

3.2 Paths and their distribution

In this section we illustrate how temporally and spatially indexed paths (TIPs and SIPs)
account for incremental and non-incremental paths. We begin with the non-incremental
paths ofwideandwiden.

Consider:

(87) a. The canyon was six feet wide from the North Endn to the trail headt.
b. The canyon widened six feet from the North Endn to the trail headt.

Sentence (a) asserts the existence of a width state at some past time whose minimum on
the S-axis overlappedn (the North End) and whose maximum on the S-axis overlapped
t (the trail head), and whose width measure is 6 feet; ambiguous sentence (b) asserts
either the existence of a widening state over the same spatial span or the existence of a
widening event over some temporal span, but over that same spatial span.

I assume the semantics of (87a) and (87b) are something alongthe lines of (88):

25See Appendix A for the full definitions of temporal and spatial path functions. Here

[STARTT(e), ENDT(e)]

is another way of notating what I have been writing Te.
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(88) a. ∃σ[wideS,T(σ)=[6 ft] ∧ figure(σ)=c ∧ [n : h] ◦ pathS(σ)]
b. ∃σ[INCREASEα (wideS,T)(σ)=[6 ft] ∧ figure(σ)=c ∧ [n : h] ◦ pathS(σ)]

Consider (a). This semantics assumes[n : h] is a property true of those paths whose
minimum overlapsn (the north end) and whose maximum overlapsh (the trail head).
Since this path is a path along axis S, the minima and maxima will be on axis S. Since
the path boundaries and event boundaries coincide on S, thisentails an event bounded
in such a way as to include only the parts of the canyon fallingbetween those points,
and since the width measure in (a) along S is homogeneous, themeasure along all those
points must be 6 feet. Similarly, at anyt in Tσ, the width measure must be 6 feet; and
for any sucht,

path−
S (figure(σ), START(σ), t)

overlaps the north end of the trail.
Next consider (b), an underspecified semantics for both the event and extent

readings. The path phrase for both readings uses the spatialaxis S. On the event reading,
what this means is that the start and end of the event along S satisfy the constraints
imposed by the path phrases, just as they do with the state in (a). Taken together with
the truth conditions forwiden, this means the portion of the figure between the start
and end of S must undergo widening. SincepathS orders the locations of teh slices
of the figure inly along S, there is no ordering imposed on the temporal progression
of the widening. On the extent reading the truth-conditionsof widen require a 6-foot
increase of width along spatial axis S inσ. Moreover, the path phrases require that the
lower bound ofσ realtrive to S overlap the North end and the upper bound overlap the
trailhead. Therefore the width at the north end must must 6 feet less than the width at
the trailhead. Thus, the semantics in (88b) captures two important one important facts
discussed in Section 1. First, the path phrase on the event reading is not incremental.
Second, the widening must be compatible with the directionality of axis S.

The Path Axis Principle guarantees thatwide andwidenselect forpath. Thus
nothing rules out readings for (88) which usepathS

T. What this predicts is the possibility
of an incremental path reading for (b), that is, a reading on which the widening tempo-
rally progresses from the north end to the trail head. This reading is difficult to establish
since its truth conditions are strictly stronger than the non incremental reading discussed
above, but the possibility of such seems to be promoted whengraduallyis added.

Consider again (1a), repeated here. The proposed semanticsfor extent and event
readings are given in (b) and (c):

(89) a. The fog extended (from the pier to the point).
b. ∃σ[extendS

T(σ)=MAX σ ∧ figure(σ)=f ∧ [pier : point] ◦ pathS(σ)]
c. ∃e[INCREASET(extendS

T)(e)=MAX e∧figure(e)=f ∧[pier : point]◦pathT(e)]

Note that the extent reading in depicted in (b) uses a spatially- indexed path, while the
event-reading depicted in (c) uses a temporally-indexed path. According to the seman-
tics in (b) and (c), the alternation between event and extentreadings ofextendcorrelates
with the use of temporally-indexed and spatially indexed paths.

The extent reading in (b) works exactly as the extent readingof widedid. The
path of the figure must begin at the pier and end at the point on S, and its extent measure
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must be consistent. AgainpathS
T is possible, and again, this is harmless, because the

homogeneity condition onextendS
T precludes motion.

The semantics in (c) gives the event reading with the incremental reading for
the path phrase. Truth-conditionally, this works as follows. TheINCREASET operator
guarantees there has been been a positive increase in lengthover the course of time.26

Sincee extends in the direction of the increasing length, motion along S is entailed.
SincepathS

T requires that at the temporal start ofe the path of the figure must overlap
the pier, and at the temporal end, the point, the reading is the incremental reading. The
reading is obligatorily incremental since motion is entailed. The homogeneity condition
on pathS (86b, repeated here),

pathS(e)(s) = l ∀t ∈ Te path−(figure(e), s, t ) = l,

precludes a figure moving along axis S.
The distributional question of where incremental paths occur has now been an-

swered. They occur if motion is entailed, but not only if. Theassumptions necessary to
the account are collected in (90):

(90) a. The Path Axis Principle (PAP), allowing TIPs and SIPsin the role signatures
of all axial predicates (includingwide/widen, extend).

b. pathS is homogeneous for time the waywideS,T was. This will make it in-
compatible with motion along axis S.

The upshot of these assumptions is that only incremental paths occur when motion is
entailed.

Such an account says that the reasonINCREASET(extendS
T) takes incremental

paths andINCREASET(wideS,T) does not is not a matter of role signature but of en-
tailment;INCREASET(extendS

T) and INCREASET(wideS,T) have the same role signature;
however, because of the definition of the measure functions,whenINCREASET is added
to extendS

T, the result entails motion along the path axis, and whenINCREASET is added
to wideS,T, it does not. This rendersINCREASET(extendS

T) semantically incompatible
with SIPs.

Meanwhile, neitherextendS
T norwideS,T entail motion along the path axis. There-

fore, both are semantically compatible with SIPs (and TIPs as well, in a harmless fash-
ion).

The chief benefit of an entailment-based account are that it accounts for variation
in motion entailments (and therefore, incrementality of paths) with a single predicate.
For example, there do exist cases in whichwidenentails motion along the path axis, as
we saw in example (33), discussed in the introduction and repeated here:

26This would seem to leave the following loophole as far as the truth-conditions of extending go. The
given truth conditions could be satisfied by an object that increases in length while vacating its starting
position at the pier and ending up at the point. This of coursewould not be extending. But the requirement
in (89c) that the degree of extending beMAX e precludes this. Telicity in the HKL analysis is achieved
by assigning bounded quantities to degree arguments; such bounded quantities are lexically specific. In
this caseMAX e is the max value the extending function can have for an event of extentENDS− STARTS

on axis S, which, since extent measures distance along that axis, is exactlyENDS− STARTS. Therefore
the figure must extend along S by an amount equal to the size ofe, thus overlapping the north end and
trailhead. Appendix B gives a more detailed discussion of interval sizes on spatial axes.
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(91) The aperture widened from the edge of the door frame to six inches beyond it.

This example has two properties of interest. First, it has noextent reading. Second, the
axis selected by the path phrase coincides with the axis of measurement. Such an axis is
not a reference axis, and therefore not usable byINCREASES as an axis of change. This,
then, accounts for the lack of an extent reading.

But to account for the event reading in (91), we need to assumethere is a stative
predicate defined for an axis pointing in the direction of widening whichINCREASET

can operate on. Using P for this non-reference path axis and for the measure axis, we
have:

wideP
T = ⊕P

⊡
T

x(widthP,P , distance−P,P)

This is an alternative denotation for the adjective, definedusing⊕P
⊡

T
x, the same oper-

atorextendused.
This leads to the following complete picture forwiden/widen, using S for refer-

ence axes and P for path axes:

(92) [−Dynamic] [+Dynamic]
wideS,T, wideP

T INCREASEα (wideS,T), INCREASET(wideP
T)

Using P as the axis for (91) then accounts for our first property of interest, the fact that
there is no extent reading, If we compare this full picture with the full picture forcover
given in (80), we see they are very similar. The difference betweencoverandwidenis a
matter of which kinds of axes function as defaults for both verbs.

The other property of interest in (91) is that it does in fact entail motion in the
relevant sense: Since the increase in width must be an increase in measurement along P
there must be motion in the direction of P. This makeswidenin (91) incompatible with
SIPs and compatible with TIPs. On the other hand, the use ofwiden in (1b) does not
entail motion along S. The context axis used there does not coincide with the direction
of measurement; therefore, an extent reading is possible; and even on the event reading,
SIPs are possible.

Summarizing, in this section we have laid out the interaction of the core analysis
with the distribution of path phrases. All and only axial predicates allow path phrases.
Path phrases divide up into spatially indexed and temporally indexed path phrases, with
motion entailments deciding which are chosen by which axialpredicates. But motion
entailments are axis-sensitive too; thus the choice of axiscan determine whether motion
is entailed.

4 The case of cross

We turn now to applying the analysis of the previous section to the path shape verbcross.
The table in (93) summarizes the dimensions of variation among the verbs we have
discussed and introduces the features that will characterizecross. To begin with,cover
andcrosshave a second participantground(in addition to thefigureparticipant shared
by all extent verbs) who “measures out”, or provides the scale for, the completion of
the event. The verbs andextendandcrossshare the property of having a default motion
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entailment on the event readings, because their event readings entail motion along their
default axes. Finally,widenis distinct from the others in having default reference axes,
spatial axes that can be used as axes of change.

(93) The four predicates of example (1)

Ground motion along def. axis def. ref. axis
widen no no yes
extend no yes no
cover yes no no
cross yes yes no

Since bothcrossandcovershare the property of having a ground participant, I
will assume they share the property of having a ground-relative scale. That is, I will
assume that forcross, as forcover, the ground provides the scale, in the sense that the
relevant measure function is a ratio scaled by the ground. Instead of being defined as a
ratio of areas, the ratio forcrossis a ratio of distances:

cross−S : I × SI× T→ (0, 1]

(x, y, [so, s1], t) 7→
dist−(path−

S (x,s0,t), path−

S (x, s1, t))

dist−(path−

S (x,s0,t), path−

S (x, s1, t)) + dist−(path−

S (x,s1,t), ENDS(y))

What cross−S returns is a distanceless ratio representing at timet, what fraction of the
distance to the end ofy x has left to travel.27 In the picture given in Figure 5, where P0

is the slice of the figure ats1. The value ofcross−S is

d0

d0 + d1

.

A difference between the measure functions ofcrossandcoveris thatcrossintroduces an
external reference point (ENDS(y), the end of the ground) which is independent ofs0 and
s1); and that the ratio computation makes reference to that reference point. Ultimately
this reflects the following contrast in telicity propertiesbetweencrossandcover:

(94) a. The overpass crossed the freeway from the bank to the cinema.
b. The overpass crossed the freeway.
c. The fog covered the freeway from the bank to the cinema.
d. The fog covered the freeway.

Both state functions need to be given implicitMAX values to account for the telicity of
the sentences:

cover/cross(σ) = 1

In (a), however, the value 1 means the freeway has been entirely crossed, and (a) entails
(b); in (c), 1 only means that the area between the freeway andbank is completely
covered, and (c) does not entail (d).

27The difference betweenspan−S , used in the definition ofextend−S , anddist−S is thatspan−S is an
extent measure (a portion of the figure must extend through the entire span of the measurement), and
dist−S is the distance between two points or regions. The formulation with dist−S is thus neutral between
spreading motion and incremental motion.
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d0

d1

ENDS(y)s0 s1

P0

Figure 5: d0

d0+d1

is the value returned by the measure functioncross−S for the interval
[s0, s1]. P0 is the slice of the figure ats1. The dashed line is S, which coincides with the
“crossing” axis ofy. I.e., if y is a river, S is a line across it, perpendicular to a vertical
axis.

Given thatcross−S is a function of spatial intervals with a ground argument, the
state function definition can employ the same operator ascover:

crossST(y)(σ) = d iff ⊕S
⊡

T
x,y(crossing, cross−S )(y)(σ) = d

And event readings will requireINCREASET:28

cross-eventS,T = INCREASET ◦ crossST

Now consider the account of extent readings forcover, extend, andcross. In
each case we have defined a state function via a measure function defined only for
spatial intervals:

(95) State function Measure Function
extendS

T extend−S (x, [STARTS(σ), ENDS(σ)], t)
coverST cover−S (x, y, [STARTS(σ), ENDS(σ)], t)
crossST cross−S (x, y, [STARTS(σ), ENDS(σ)], t)

28Various interesting syntactic properties of the verbcrossare being glossed over. Some of these are
illustrated in (i)-(iii)

i. John crossed from the post office to the hotel.

ii. John crossed







the river.
the railroad tracks.
the street.

iii. John crossed

{

the bridge. (end-to-end reading)
* the tunnel.(end-to-end reading)

iv. The bridge/tunnel crossed the river.
In (i), the ground is left out, but there is clearly a requirement that context provide some specific entity
being crossed, such as a square or a park or a street. Example (ii) gives some examples of specific
grounds realized as direct objects. Note that in each of these cases the main “length” axes of the grounds
are perpendicular to S, the axis of motion. Finally, (iii) illustrates the idiosyncratic properties of bridges.
The main length axis of a bridge can coincide with the axis of motion; that is, the bridge version of (iii)
can describe a movement from one end of the bridge to the other. Interestingly, the tunnel version of
(iii), while perfectly grammatical as a description of a journey across the width of the tunnel, lacks the
end-to-end reading. It seems better to describe the bridge cases as implicit grounds (the river under the
bridge is the actual ground), rather than grounds with idiosyncratic axial properties, because the bridge
functions as a figure in the extent readings in (iv).
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Thus we define three eventuality functions homogeneous for time but not for space. We
have argued that all three have analogous temporal aspectual properties, essentially that
all define temporal states. Ideally all three would also haveanalogous spatial aspec-
tual properties, but what we found in Section 1 was evidence that crosswas spatially
dynamic:

(96) a. The trail crossed the ridge in 20 wildly zigzagging miles.
b. Following the many bends of the river, the trail graduallycrossed the valley.

We found no such evidence forextendor cover(at least on its default path axis). The
question then: What distinguishescoverandextendfrom cross?

Note that it is not surprising thatcrossST can directly combine withgradually
as in (24b), even ifINCREASES is not a semantic component. It is perfectly consistent
within the system outlined here to havebasic functions (not derived viaINCREASE) be
dynamic along a spatial axis. The surprise, if it can be called that, is thatcoverand
extendshow no evidence of being spatially dynamic.

In what follows I will try to explain why.
Consider the case ofcoverfirst. Why doesn’tcovershow graduality on extent

readings or evidence of being a spatial accomplishment? I want to argue that the problem
is that the rate of change of the spatial eventuality function is invariant.

Consider the picture in Figure 6, which is an alternative version of the leaf-
covered driveway in Figure 4. In this case, the portion of thedriveway inσ is completely
covered, corresponding to an eventuality that makes the semantics for the extent reading
of (97a) true:

(97) (a) The leaves covered the driveway to the crown.
(b) ∃σ[coverST(σ) = MAX ∧ figure(σ)= l ∧ ground(σ)=d∧ [: c] ◦ pathS(σ)]

HereMAX is a scale-relative quantity that denotes the maximum on thescale in question.
In the case ofcoverST, MAX = 1. Thus this semantics asserts that the maximum possible
proportion of the the driveway surface is covered by the leaves. That is, theσ portion
of the driveway is completely covered. In general, I assume that when there is no overt
degree modifier, the default value for an eventuality function is MAX , and sincecover
andcrossnever allow overt degree modifiers, the degree arguments of both are always
assigned the valueMAX .

Now consider the values the eventuality function takes for various sub-eventualities
of σ. As we move along S, each point defines a distinct sub-eventuality of σ, σ′, and
for each suchσ′, either the driveway is completely covered as in Figure 6, orit simply
isn’t a case of covering, as in in Figure 4. That is, for each sub event ofσ along S, the
covering function must return a maximal value. Thus, the rate of change is constant.
In fact, there is no change, so the rate of change is everywhere 0. And a property that
measures 0 everywhere it’s measured simply isn’t a measurable property. Thus we have
argued the following:

(98) WhencoverST is maximal, the rate of change ofcoverST is not a measurable prop-
erty.
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µ0

µ1

STARTS(σ)

Figure 6: Leaf-covered driveway

This is already enough to explain the graduality propertiesof extent readings ofcover.
The adverbgradually is a gradable property of eventuality functions, measuringtheir
rate of change. But eventuality functions with rates of change that are necessarily ev-
erywhere 0 are not appropriate arguments ofgradually.

Consider in contrast the situation as the covering functionINCREASET ◦ coverST
advances up the temporal axis, as in the event reading of (97a). Again we assume the
eventuality function takes a maximum value:

INCREASET ◦ coverST(σ)(d)=MAX

In this case, it is not true that for each temporal sub-eventuality of σ, σ′:

INCREASET ◦ coverST(σ
′)(d)=MAX .

The only requirement the semantics directly imposes is for the coverage measure to be
maximal forσ. And when the axis of change is T, this can happen in many ways,quickly,
or slowly, and the values ofINCREASET◦coverST for sub-events are unpredictable. Hence
the rate of change of this eventuality function is a measurable property, and we expect
graduality on the event reading.

The same is true when the spatial axis used bycoveris a reference axis. Consider
the example using the occlusion sense ofcover, repeated here:

(99) The aneurysm grew as it approached the valve and gradually covered it.

The axis of change in this case is the line of site, and as we move along that axis the rate
at which the area of the aneurysm cross-section grows is unpredictable. Therefore the
rate of change is variable and graduality is possible.

Summing up, the problem diagnosed here for the spatially dynamic eventuality
function is not that thecoverST can’t vary for sub-events (it can); nor that when it is
maximal it can’t vary (it can); but that when it is maximal it can’t vary along the path
axis S.

Something similar is true ofextendbut with qualifications. Applied to an even-
tuality σ, extendS

T returns distances. In fact, sinceσ starts and ends with the portion of
its figure being measured, the value ofextendS

T(σ), is always just the length ofσ along
S. Thus the rate of change ofextendS

T(σ) is fixed. It can change neither gradually nor
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quickly. Add an inch to the “length” ofσ along S and either it changes 1 inch or is
undefined. There is a close analogy betweenextendand the verbtake in its temporal
sense:

(100) a. The concert took 3 hours (# in 3/6 hours).
b. # The concert gradually took 3 hours.

Viewed as eventuality function that returns durations,takeis another fixed rate of change
function, this time along the temporal axis. The length of the event being measured
exactly predicts the value of takeT for each sub-event.

The notion of an eventuality functionreaching its maximum at a fixed rateis
formalized in appendix B, along with the notion of spatial lengths of eventualities. The
first requirement for a fixed rate of change is there be aMAX I . MAX I is the maximum
valuef takes for an eventuality of length I. Thenf reaches its maximum at a fixed rate
if and only if

If f(σ) is maximal forσ’s length, thenf is maximal for the length of any
sub-eventualities ofσ.

Thus the course of change off is completely predictable from the length ofσ. Both
coverST andextendS

T reach their maxima at a fixed rate. As we move along axis S there
is only one value each function can take on the path to a maximal value. The function
crossST does not maximize at a fixed rate. This is illustrated by the sentences in (96),
the very same evidence used to showcrossis spatially dynamic. A crossing eventuality
can progress spatially in many ways. Thus the ratios returned for each sub-event of
a completed crossing event are unpredictable. Formally this is captured because the
measure function underlyingcrossis computed via distances from points on the S axis,
determined by the position of the figure; in terms of Figure 5,how fast crossing happens
is determined by how fastd1 shrinks, not by the size of the event. This in turn depends
on the fact thatd1 is anchored to an external point which may be outside the event.

Given these observations the differences betweencrosson the one hand and
coverandextendon the other can be explained as follows: The adverbgraduallyand
spatial extent adverbials likein 20 milesboth require eventuality functions that reach
their maximums at variable rates. Both measure the rate of change; and a change rate is
not a measurable property if it is everywhere constant.

We can take this a step further and assert that having a variable rate of change is
generally part of what we ask of Vendlerian accomplishments, and this is why the Vend-
lerian tests and graduality are reasonable indicators of gradable telic properties. Thus,
crossis spatially dynamic andcoverandextendare not, although all three are spatially
event functions. Having a spatial event function denotation precludes being “spatially”
stative likewideS,T, but it does not guarantee being dynamic. The temporal analogue for
this kind of aspectual boundary case is the verbtake, seen in (100). Clauses withtake
are neither stative nor dynamic. They are not stative since they are not homogeneous:
Suppose the property of the concert taking 3 hours is true of some evente. If e even has
temporal sub-events, they are not 3 hour events. Nor is the property dynamic, since, as
(100) shows,takedoes not pass Vendlerian test for telicity or show graduality.
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The status ofcoverandcrossthen is that, liketake, they are boundary cases;
crossis a mainstream full-blooded spatially telic verb.

5 Change: Conclusion

It is generally recognized that spatial axes play a major role in the semantics of projec-
tive prepositions like ‘in front/back of’, ’behind’, ‘to the right/left of’, ’beside/next to’,
and ’across from’. The key claim of this paper has been that there is a large class of
English adjectives and verbs which also exploit spatial axes. This fact has been used
to explain event/extent ambiguities for the verbs, the semantics of the relationship of
degree achievement verbs to their adjectives, and various semantic details about event
and extent readings, including dynamic properties of extent readings such as graduality,
and fine-grained properties of the semantics of path phraseson event readings.

The technical device that connects the aspectual properties with the axial prop-
erties is called aneventuality function, a function from eventualities to degrees, which
I have assumed to be the denotation of verbs and adjectives alike. Underlying the def-
inition of every eventuality function is a measure function. That measure function can
act as a kind of clock which counts out the portions of an event, or it can define a ref-
erence point on the measure scale at which a static eventuality can be located. In the
former case, we get what I have called an event function, in the latter, a state function.
For eventuality functions, the measure function is irreducibly a property of intervals,
for state functions, a property of points. Thus the divisionbetween eventuality function
and state function preserves one of the basic intuitions embodied in early interval se-
mantics accounts of English tense and aspect (Bennett and Partee 1972, Dowty 1972,
Taylor 1977), that “dynamic” predicates, Taylor’senergeiaandkinesispredicates, need
only hold at intervals, and state predicates at all points ofan interval. Properties that hold
only at intervals are properties that can have non-trivial temporal or spatial structure.29

The key innovation here is that measure functions may be defined on both tem-
poral and spatial axes; and thus the property of being a statefunction or an event function
is axis relative. A two-dimensional verb denotation may be astate function along one
axis and an event function along another. I have argued that this is the case for the deno-
tations ofcover, extend, andcross. All three have measure functions that are irreducibly
properties of spatial intervals and temporally propertiesof moments of time. On the
other handwidenis an event function in both dimensions; it is thus amenable to what I
called the underspecification analysis in Section 1. It has asingle dynamic denotation
which can be evaluated along either spatial or temporal dimensions.

I have claimed that the property of dimorphism accounts for alarge class of
English stative verbs that are their own inchoatives, including among them the path
shape verbs. All these verbs are extent predicates whose denotations are event functions
on at least one axis; thus they satisfy the default pattern for English verbs of having
event function denotations. Moreover, the fact that they are temporally stative means
they can combine withINCREASET, allowing them to be their own inchoatives. Verbs

29See Filip (to appear) for an excellent overview of this line of work.
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exemplifying the default pattern without being two-dimensional could not combine with
INCREASET. Thus the generalization is that verbs that are their own inchoatives should
be extent predicates. And, on the whole, this appears to be correct.

I have also argued that key semantic properties of extent predicates can be ex-
plained in terms of restrictions on axes, accounting for gaps in the distribution of the
extent readings of degree achievements likewiden, lengthen, andcover, the possibil-
ity of incremental paths, and the limited distribution ofINCREASES, via a restriction I
called the Independence Principle in Section 2.1. Spatial axes must be independent of
the direction or plane of measurement in order for measure functions to take values at
points on those axes. A consequence of this was that the spatial aspectual properties
of predicates varied with axis orientation. This was the case for widen, lengthen, and
cover, as we saw in the sentences in (28) and (30).

Finally, we looked into the question of what it meant to be spatially dynamic in
Section 4. I argued that the property that distinguished the“defective” denotations of
extendandcover(along its canonical axes) from that ofcrosswas thatextendandcover
were both defined so as to have fixed rates of change. Extent readings for the verbcross
clearly did have variable rates of change, allowing them to exhibit properties like spatial
graduality. This showed that being an event function alongα is a necessary but not a
sufficient condition for having variable rates of change. I also suggested that variable
rate of change is a necessary part of being dynamic. If this isso, and if the above
account of which verbs can be their inchoatives is right, then looking at the aspectual
properties of extent predicates may have given us some insight into the nature of notions
like stative and dynamic, and into how they map onto syntactic categories. Merely
basing an eventuality function on a measure function definedon intervals is not enough
to guarantee non-trivial event structure.

Among numerous questions for future research, the most pressing seems to me:
What are the ways in which spatial axes can be introduced intothe semantics? Most of
this paper has been concerned with lexically induced axes. Ihave argued that such axes
are responsible for the distribution of path phrases. But wesaw withcoverthat subtle
shifts in meaning like the shift to the occlusion sense ofcovercan introduce new axes
(30) that are independent of the axes of the path phrases (32). Also, there are clear cases
of path phrases that are not lexical. Here are two:

(101) a. From Banff on, we saw no more bald eagles.
b. Chamberlain’s line advanced from the woods to the courthouse.

Example (101a) is case in which context is needed to license the path phrase. It is ap-
propriate in a discourse in which a journey is understood to be going on. This introduces
an axis of motion with a particular direction, which enablesthe path phrase to identify
a segment of the trip. Example (101b) has a reading on which the from the woods to the
courthouseaxis is roughly perpendicular to the direction of motion anddescribes the
extent of the troop line. This is an event reading with a verb of motion with path phrases
that are clearly non-incremental. Footnote 31 discusses how to square this with the ac-
count of path phrase incrementality given in Section 3.1; the point here is that this path
phrase does not seem to be lexically licensed, at least not bythe verb. Rather the given
axis arises because it is a salient axis of the figure (a military line), and that axis in turn
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licenses the path phrases. Thus both examples in (101) belong to a class of examples
which suggest that the right general view of path phrases is that they are axis-licensed,
not lexically licensed. Axes in turn are often, but not always, lexically licensed.

Indeed, there seems to be a large rich set of examples available in which axes
of change are introduced constructionally. Thus, considerthe following example from
Carlson (1977):

(102) Wolves get bigger as you go north.

Treatment of such cases is beyond the scope of this paper. In particular, the use of the
comparative in this case is parasitic on temporally bound comparatives such as

(103) The winters are getting colder.

That is, (102) is like (103), but with a spatial axis replacing the temporal one. Clearly
the spatial axis in (102) is licensed not by any part of the clausewolves get bigger, but
by the movement described inas you go north.

Contextually and constructionally introduced axes have been given short shrift
here, but they appear to offer fertile ground for much futurework.

Appendices

Appendix A: Definitions of path operators

The definitions in (104) show one route for defining the location function (c) and path
operators (d and e) used in this paper.

(104) Term Definition

(a) AT(x, t) = l l is the location ofx at timet

(b) ATS(x, s, t) = l AT(x, t) ⊓ plane(s, S) = l

(c) path−S (x, [s0, s1], [t0, t1] ) = l
F

s0≤s≤s1

t0≤t≤t1

ATS(x, s, t) = l

(d) pathS
T(e)(t) = l path−
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(e) pathS(e)(s) = l ∀t ∈ [STARTT(e), ENDT(e)]

path−
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s,
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= l
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All of the terms defined in (104) denote locations (either points or regions).
Definition (104a) introduces a basic universal location function, AT, which returns the
location of anyx at timet; while (b) introduces a slicing version of that function:

ATS(x, s, t)

returns the portionx intersected at timet by some plane perpendicular to axis S at in-
dex s.30 The function introduced in (c) is the location function underlying both path
operators; the relation it bears to those operators is analogous to that born by measure
functions to state or event functions; it returns the eventuality-independent “measure”
of a property and has therefore been superscripted with the same superscript− distin-
guishing the other eventuality-independent functions. Itis also distinguished by being
defined for spatial and temporal intervals. Hence, it can return the entire location “trace”
of x over some spatial and temporal interval. This will come in handy, for example, in
defining the semantics of path-shape verbs likezigzag; a zigzagging motion will be one
whose path− trace is zigzag-shaped; but so will a zigzag-shaped figure. As a degenerate
case path− is defined for points on S and T as well, writings as

[s, s]

Definition (d) makespathS
T a function from events to to functions from time instants to

locations of the figure. Those locations are constrained to fall within the bounds ofe as
given by axis S, but sincepathS

T is mainly of service in motion predicates and since S
is usually aligned with the direction of motion, S is usuallyomitted frompathT. Defi-
nition (e) makespathS a function from eventualities to functions from spatial indices to
locations. This time there is a universal quantification over times, meaning each slice of
the figure has to be in the same location for the entire duration of e;31 pathS

T andpathS

return different kinds of things;pathT will generally return the location of the entire
figure at a time, whilepathS will return the location of a slice of the figure at indexs.

Lines (d) and (e) of (104) are not intended as definitions. They are rightward

30We assume the existence of an empty location, writtenλ, as the value returned byATS(x, s, t), when
the intersection of the s-plane with x’s location is empty.λ is a lower bound for every location, so for any
locationl:

λ ⊔ l = l.

31 Example (101) seems to be a case in which the axis of the path phrases are not aligned with the
direction of motion.

(i) Chamberlain’s line advanced from the woods to the courthouse.

This has a reading on which thefrom the woods to the courthouseaxis is roughly perpendicular to the
direction of motion and describes the extent of the troop line. Since on this reading the path phrase is
clearly non-incremental, and motion is clearly entailed, this kind of an example is on the face of it a
problem for (104); neither kind of path fits. What seems to be going on here is that the figure has a salient
axis of its own which is being exploited by the path phrase. Moreover since the axis is an intrinsic axis
of the figure, the frame of reference moves with the figure. Therefore, there is no motion relative to that
axis and the homogeneity condition in (104e) still holds.
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implications. The real definitions are as follows:

pathS
T(e)(t) = l iff path−
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[STARTS(e),

ENDS(e)],

t













= l ∧ ∃d F S
T(e) = d

pathS(e)(s) = l iff ∀t ∈ [STARTT(e), ENDT(e)]

path−









figure(e),
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= l ∧ ∃d FS(e) = d

HereFS andFS
T represent some axial eventuality function. That is, path operators of

both kinds are defined only when axiality eventuality functions are defined.
This means:

(105) All axial predicates havepathS andpathT in their signature.

Appendix B: Eventuality Length

In this section I assemble a few notes on how to generalize thenotion of length to
eventualities defined for spatial axes.

As defined thus far, axes are just sets of points, so the idea ofinterval lengths
on axes does not quite come for free, but it almost does if we assume some primitive
distance function for pairs of points in space. The preliminary step is to assign real
numbers to points on all axes in some way that respects a standardized notion of length.
The notion required here is a uniformlength scalingof all axes.

A scaling L is an assignment of real numbers to the points on all axes. I write
L(S)(s) for the real number assigned to the index s on axis S byL. L is a length scaling
of all axes if and only if for all axes, S, S’, all indices of S,s1, s2, and all indices of S’,
s3, s4,

L(S)(s2)− L(S)(s1) = L(S’)(s4)− L(S’)(s3)

if and only if the spatial interval[s1, s2] on S and the spatial interval[s3, s4] on S’ are
of equal length.

Given such an L, I will generally just writes2 − s1 to refer to the length of the
interval [s1, s2].32 And since I am interested in sets of eventualities of equal length, I
will defineΣI for the set of eventualities of interval length I:

ΣI = {σ | ∃S ENDS− STARTS = I}

I defineMAX f,I, theMAX value of functionf for interval I as follows:

MAX f,I = max
σ∈ΣI

f(σ)

32That is,s2 − s1 is an abbreviation for L(S)(s2)− L(S)(s1).
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Wheref is clear, I write simplyMAX I .
We now define the notion ofreaching a maximum at a fixed rate.

An eventuality functionf reaches its maximum at a fixed rate if and only if

∀σ, σ′[ [fS(σ) = MAX I ∧ I = ENDS(σ)− STARTS(σ) ∧ σ′ ⊑S σ]I’ = ENDS(σ
′)− STARTS(σ

′)]

→

∧fS(σ
′) = MAX I’ ]

That is, iff(σ) is maximal forσ’s length, thenf is maximal for the length
of any sub-eventualities ofσ.
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